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College's dance
program cut
LAUREN COHEN
Editor-in-Chi- ef
In what student members of the
College ofWooster' s dance program
have called "shocking," the College
of Wooster's Educational Policy
Committee (ETC) has recommended
the elimination of the position of
dance instructor at The College of
Woostcr.
The position of sole instructor in
the theatre department's dance pro-
gram, held for the past nine years by
KimberiyTritt, has been eliminated.
According to one source at the the-
atre department, Tritt's position was
created nine years ago to initiate a
dance program at The College of
Wooster. Stipulated in Tritt's con-
tract was that she would be re-hir- ed
on a year-to-ye- ar basis, with an evalu-
ation to be conducted at the end of a
nine year period to determine the
permanancy of the position of dance
instructor. This year marks the ninth
and evaluatory year of the program.
Dean of Faculty Yvonne C Wil-
liams denied that the program had
been cut, stating, Tt is not an accu-
rate characterization to say that the
dance program has been 'cut.'"
Rather, "EPC was not able to renew
the present configuration of the po-se- e
Dance on page 3
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Faculty passes motion to clarify
definitions of campus clubs and
JUDY NICHOLS
News Editor
Intense debate on sections and clubs
during Monday evening's faculty
meeting resulted in approval of a
motion requesting President Henry
Copeland to prohibit further initia-tio- ns
into groups that identify them-
selves as fraternities orsororities. The
faculty voted 27 to 13 in favor of the
motion, although a significant por-
tion of the faculty present at the meet-
ing abstained from the vote.
Professor of history John Gates in-
troduced the motion, which in full
reads:
"Whereas the Board of Trustees
prohibited 'the further initiation of
members by fraternities and sorori
Wooster named one of
'America's Best' colleges
STEFAN A. BIELSKI
Staff Writer
VS. News and World Report re-
cently released its annual guide to
America's best colleges and univer-
sities, and began it with a full-pa- ge
photo of Taylor Hall's astronomy
classroom. First offered as the cover
story in the September 28 issue, an
expanded 200-pag- e paperback of
college ratings was released the fol-
lowing week.
The survey separated national in-
stitutions of higher learning from
ones that were primarily local in
character and makeup. It then fur-
ther divided the national institutions
into national universities and national
liberal arts colleges, with the top
spots occupied by Harvard Univer-
sity and Williams College.
The national liberal arts colleges,
in which the College of Wooster
was included, were divided into four
quartiles. The College of Wooster
was included in the second quarble.
In many categories, especially
those dealing with selectivity,
Wooster fell well behind most of its
peers. For instance only three
schools admitted students with lower
average SAT scores and only two
--jn&M-mg -t-Hati- r''ii'Cpwi
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ties' on orafter 13 February 1913, and
the Board of Trustees has never re-
scinded its 1913 enactment, and
groups previously identifying them-
selves publicly as sections and clubs
now identify themselves as fraterni-
ties and sororities, the faculty requests
that the President of the College of
Wooster enforce the Board's 1913
enactment and prohibit the initiation
of members into any campus group
that identifies itself as a fraternity or
sorority."
At the beginning of debate on the
motion. Gates explained that the in-
tern of his motion was for the College
to define more accurately the state of
sections and clubs on campus. He
described the College's present defi--
had fewer students who were in the
top ten percent of their high school
class. Also Wooster's acceptance
rate at 86 was the third highest
DirectorofAdmissions Noel Blyer
did not dispute the figures but criti-
cized the report. He said Wooster
made up for deficiencies in some
areas with advantages in others, such
as reputation among graduate
schools.
Blyer called the report "subjec-
tive" and "misleading," as it was
under the presumption that one
school could be the best for all.
Blyer praised more "objective"
guides such as Barron's which just
provides statistics, forcing students
"to dig deeper" to find the school
that is best for them.
He also suggested Looking Be-yondthelvyLeague.byUx- caPopc,
which had high praise for Wooster.
Though he agreed Looking was sub-
jective, he maintained its analysis
dug deeper to uncover more of the
qualities that contribute to a college.
Statistics included were PhD. pro-
ductivity, MCAT scores, and a
composite based upon mentions in
see America's Best on page 3
nitions of sections and clubs as in-
stances of "blatant hypocrisy," in
which "dissembling College litera-
ture" will not admit the existence of
fraternities and sororities when sec-
tions and clubs openly refer to them-
selves by these very terms.
Gates included, therefore, the 1913
enactment in his motion as a way of
forcing the College to review what he
interprets is the official stance of the
College toward fraternities and so-
rorities. Such a review could lead
either to a change in the status quo to
agree with the 1913 enactment, or to
a declaration that the 1913 enactment
is no longer in effect, thus openly
admitting theexistence of fraternities
and sororities on campus.
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In either case, argued Gates, the
College win have defined more accu-
rately and consistently the state of
sections and clubs on campus.
Gates made sure to point out, in
addition, that his motion is not an
attempt to eliminate the sections and
clubs on campus.
After Gates' remarks. President
Copeland presented a different inter-
pretation of the course ofevents since
the 19 13 enacnnerit that consequently
led him to different conclusions about
the present state of affairs. President
Copeland began his argument by cit-
ing a later 1936 Board of Trustees
decision thatrecognized social groups
)
see Faculty on page 2'
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photo by JOSHUA FAGANS
Junior defensive back Luci Day pushes ball past Ohio Wesleyan
defender in the Lady Scots 2-- 0 upset of nationally-ranke- d Ohio
Wesleyan on Wednesday. See story on back page.
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ACLU president speaks
Strossen criticizes Scot's Key
KOK KIAN GOH
Staff Writer
Professor Nadine Strossen, first
woman president of the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU),
spoke at The College of Wooster
Tuesday at 8 p.m. on Gault Recital
Hall.
Strossen opened her presenta-
tion on free speech and speech
codes by inviting members of the
audience to raise their hands at any
time during the presentation and
ask questions in the name of free
speech.
The invitation began the
evening.which included several in-
stances where Strossen pointed out
parts of the 'Scot's Key that she
said infringe upon free speech rights.
Professor Strossen commenced
by stating the aims of the ACLU.
The ACLU, she said, "-.t- ries to
defend all rights for all people,"
including, "... the right to be free
from discrimination."
She stated that the ACLU is
against controlled speech. Later, she
elaborated that the ACLU opposes
"overly-restrictiv- e" speech codes,
but this does not include conduct
that is threatening, intimidating or
coercive in any way.
Throughout the talk, Strossen
claimed that the implementation of
speech codes is merely a misguided,
ineffective way of pursuing a goal
of immense importance, that is,
equality for all. This action fools us
and distracts us from taking more
meaningful and constructive steps
to attain our goal.
In support of her argument,
Strossen pointed out that hate speech
codes, which attempt to censor
speeches of bias andor hate, will
only promote hate itself.
Applications of these codes only
Euoiyiwiirioj,
In last week's article
titled, "Student salaries
for leadership positions
inconsistent," The Voice
incorrectly reported that
the editors of the Pot-
pourri receive honoraria
from SGA and SAB.
The edriors do not receive
honorarium funds. The
Voice apologizes for the
inaccuracy.
serve to focus increased attention
and lend sympathy to the subject. It
actually makes martyrs of them.
Strossen said. Speech laws also
adversely affect the oppressed mi-
nority rather than helping them, and
Strossen offered South Africa, a
country having the longest history
of restrictive speech codes, as a
prime example of this.
Strossen also mentioned the sta-
tus of free speech in other scenarios,
rather than just on college cam-
puses.
These examples included the
work place.
Strossen believes that no one can
say that, considering the amount of
time spent there, they have free
speech unless they have it in their
working environment
She describes the fervent uproar
concerning free speech on campuses
and the relative absence of it else-
where.
This is a case of class distinction
on the part of academicians, she
says, which some consider to be the
intelligent and therefore the highly
favored class.
Professor Strossen concluded by
saying that colleges can do some-
thing about hate speech by actually
speaking out against it, rather than
censoring it.
Strossen feels this is the most
positive solution as it will be in the
true spirit of free speech. She of-
fered a statement which says that
colleges should not "make ideas
safe for students," but rather, "make
students safe from ideas."
One student and several profes-
sors commented that it is unfortu-
nate this event was not chosen as a
forum event, as Strossen showed
that she is thoroughly versed in the
subject.
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Faculty from front page
Greeks discussed atMonday's meeting
as "sections" that would have initia-
tions and that might although not
encouraged have Greek names.
President Copeland suggested that
this 1936 enactment has provided the
framework under which the College
has been operating since then. He
offered even further evidence for his
case, however, by bringing into the
debate the role of Campus Council.
President Copeland began his dis-
cussion of Campus Council by ex-
plaining that groups such as the Board
of Trustees, the administration, the
faculty and the Student Government
Association voluntarily gave up cer-
tain authori ties lo form Campus Coun-
cil in 1968 and 1969. In a memoran-
dum explaining Campus Council, its
powers are designated as including
"the authority to legislate with regard
to social regulations, social functions,
snKkntconduct,studentactivi ties and
chartered organizations."
From this information. President
Copeland concluded that any Cam-
pus Council legislation which had
been accepted by the President andor
the Board of the Trustees regarding
sections and clubs would supersede
previous resolutions from the Board
of Trustees. He also pointed out that
"Campus Council is the proper fo-
rum" for resolving the debate on sec-
tions and clubs.
Other motions approved by faculty and Campus Council
In an unrelated agenda item, the faculty passed a motion recommending the Greek Life Committee to
suspend initiations by sections and clubs. John 1 1 ondros, professor of history, proposed the motion.
.Such a motion resulted from the Greek Life Committee's request to obtain an idea of faculty views on
pledging and initiation. The committee asked for this information in order to guide it in its proposal of
suspending initiation for a minimum of two years. This proposal, which was initially brought to the
committee in response to several faculty members comments, is currently tabled by the Greek Life
Committee. "
.
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When tie floor was opened up for discussion of the motion, professor of biology James Periey summed
up many faculty members' views on the pledging process: The single portion of sections-an- d clubs that :
impacts academic performance most is initiation. Several discussed how the time involved with
initiation activities prevented students from completing their course work during the two-we- ek pledging
'
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During its meeting last week, Campus Council passed a motion to look into the initiation and pledging :
process of sections and clubs. Council formed an ad-h- oc committee to carry out the motion.
Although the primary concern of the committee is pledging and initiation practices, other Issues
receiving attention will be blackballing and affirmative action in the selectivity process. The committee
has also requested a copy of the constitutions of each section and clnb for examination.
HAIR IN YOUR EYES???
Come get it cut at
Dick Stall's Hair Clinic
appointments or walk ins welcome
Men's and women's hair
389 W. Liberty (next
Several faculty members conse-
quently argued that they.and not solely
Campus Council, should have some
authority in the deba. James Periey,
professor of biology, declared that it
is "perfectly appropriate for faculty to
be involved in programs that adverse h
affect the campus environment."
President Copeland, in response,
urged the faculty to discuss in its
meetings such affairs that would ap-
pear before Campus Council so that
the faculty members on Campus
Council would be able to represent
the faculty effectively.
In an attempt to involve the faculty
in the Campus Council debate, Damon
Hickey, director ofAndrews Library,
presenteda substitute motion in which
the faculty formally requested Cam-
pus Council to study the section and
club system. Such a motion was
purely rhetorical, however, since Cam-
pus Council has already formed an
ad-h-oc committee to study sections
and clubs on campus.
As debate on the substitute motion
progressed, the faculty became con-
cerned that Campus Council's ad-ho-c
committee was only another "com-
mittee to study the issue," as Periey
phrased it A strong sentiment arose
that more definitive action was needed.
At this point President Copeland
stated that he would support Gates
to AAA) 264-333- 1
motion with the understanding that he
would not implement the motion but
would rather refer it to the Board of
Trustees. The substitute motion was
then withdrawn.
With the initial motion reopened
for discussion, several faculty mem-
bers questioned Gates definitions of
"fraternities" and "sororities." Gates
responded that these terms would be
applied to those groups that self-identifi-ed
themselves as such.
After discussion along these lines,
the faculty moved to the vote, thus
passing the motion.
In an informational meeting forclub
and section members held the next
day, implications of the faculty's
motion were discussed. President
Copeland explained that he would
take the faculty's request to the Board
of Trustees at their next meeting,
which takes place in two weeks.
President Copeland believed that
the Board of Trustees is well-prepar- ed
to understand the issues in-
volved, since arc: half of the mem-
bers participated i i sections and clubs
at Wooster themselves.
The Board of Trustees will most
likely arrive at a decision on the issue
at their spring meeting. "Until the
Board of Trustees reaches a conclu-
sion to the faculty'srequest, the present
arrangements will continue."
EARN EXTRA INCOME
EARN $200-550- 0 WEEKLY
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SGA allocations announced
The Fall Semester funding process has been completed. After weeks
of preparation, the Funding Allocations Committee presented their
proposal to the SGA Senate. Tuesday night's meeting had quality
discussion from thesenators and after the seven-- hour assemblage, the
SGA decided on the final allocations to 4 1 organizations. The SGA has
$16,000 to allocate this year, once per semester. The requests for the fall
semester exceeded $25,000. The total amount granted this semester is
$8380.35 with one organization receiving a $100 loan. The following
is a list of the organizations who will be receiving funding and the
amount allocated.
Organization
ActUn
Babcock International Hall
Badminton Club
Beta Kappa PhiPeople to People
BSA
Dance Company
Circle-- K
Loan
Club Volleyball
Compassion Program
Computer Graphics Club
Delta Phi Alpha
Dene House
Douglass Science and Humanities
Dream House
Empower Peer Education
Environmental Concerns of Students
Every Woman's House
Fencing Club
German House
Habitat For Humanity
Hunger and Homelessness Week
Images
Inter-Clu- b Council
International Relations Colloquium
International Students Association
Lambda Pi Eta
Mathematical Association
Medic-Aid- e
Men of Harambee
Newman Catholic Student Association
Outdoor Club
Political Science Club
Project Friends
Russian House
Sexual Awareness
Students for PeaccThrough Action
UJAMAA
Urban Studies Club
Wooster Ballroom Dance Team
Wooster Christian Fellowship
Wooster Ice Hockey
America's Bestfrom front page
U.S. News ranks Wooster
Who's Who, which lists the most
influential individual Americans of
many professions and contributions.
All these compare what comes out
of an institution, rather then what
goes into it,under which SAT scores
and class rank falL Wooster does
very well under all these categories.
ALLOCATION
$210.00
455.00
181.00
177.35
100.00
325.00
296.00
100.00
380.00
144.00
200.00
95.00
720.00
120.00
350.00
60.00
180.00
50.00
218.00
75.00
40.00
397.40
180.00
20.00
140.00
450.00
40.00
160.00
20.00
400.00
40.00
500.00
105.00
170.00
170.00
80.00
70.00
770.00
155.00
116.00
40.00
480.00
especially When one considers mat
Wooster ter --'s to accept students that
didn't pro their potential in High
School, demonstrates that the edu-
cation here is very productive. Blyler
agrees that what comes out is more
import; nt then what goes into it and
at this Wooster truly succeeds.
Josh says: Braves awesome.
(Msuper jackpot Lerch
loses hard. Sweep imminent
Dance from front page
Cuts in program worry participants
sition in dance." Williams also
speculated that "some aspects of the
dance program may have to be re-
trenched.'
Senior co-mana- ger of the
Freedlander Theatre box office,
Kristin Flachsbart, questioned Wil-
liams' assessment of the changes to
the theatre department. T don't see
how you can get rid of the only
person teaching in the program with-
out getting rid of the program."
According to sophomore Liz
Staruch, Dance Company coordina-
tor, "There will be no dance classes
in the curriculum next falL" In addi-
tion, Madelon Tieman, an active
member of the Dance Company,
speculated that the dance studio
might be dismantled.
The elimination of the dance pro-
gram has financial consequences as
well. As an employee of the box
office, Flachsbart is dismayed by the
prospect of eliminating the dance
program. The mainstage Dance
Concert is always a popular event
artCTMted by both campus and com-
munity members. It almost always
sells out," she stated.
Tieman echoed these sentiments.
The dance concert sells more tick
Moved from downtown location...
CLASSIC IMPORTS
'q..j;j.....:)ji:.vi..j,..i
Selling tapestries,
at
In Wooster...
New Address:
ets than any otherperformance,' she
stated.
Students in the dance program
have expressed concern for what they
feel is a departure from the stated
goals of The College of Wooster.
This school is moving away from a
liberal arts curriculum," stated
Tieman, adding that this is "illustra-
tive of what's happening with this
school, with society."
Junior dance-trac- k major Sarah
Clarke agreed with Tieman. "For a
school so obsessed with open-mindedness...- it's
pretty ignorant,"
she stated. For Clarke the elimina-
tion of the dance program might
have dire consequences. As a dance-trac- k
major, Clarke was hoping to be
able toexecute a performance senior
LS. project. Now, with the possibil-
ity that this will not occur due to cuts
in the program, Clarke is "fright-
ened," and unsure about what she
will do next year.
"I declared my major second se-
mester my first year realizing that I
wanted dance to be my focus. Since
then I have completely planned out
my college career," explained
Clarke, who added that no member
of the faculty or administration has
jewelry, pants, scarves, doll dresses
wholesale prices!
262-527- 7
2018 Great IhribDr.
(behind the EconoLodge on Rt 30...call for
bothered to contact her regarding
her future as a dance-trac- k major.
These students also speculated that
the cuts in the program would ad-
versely affect the admissions of the
College. Staruch stated, "I know
that a major reason that some people
came here was because of the depth
of our theatre department. By get-
ting rid of the dance program, I think
they're going to lose some enroll-
ment."
First-ye- ar student Meredith
Rucker supports this statement "As
a prospective theatre major, I came
here knowing that Wooster had a
dance program. Now that it's gone,
I think I'm going to be losing a lot
from my theatre education," Rucker
said.
Another student is attending The
College ofWooster on a dance schol-
arship and is now faced with the
decision of whether or not to trans-
fer.
There will be a meeting Wednes-
day, October 14 in the Lowry Pit for
students and faculty to voice their
opinions Tegarding the cuts to the
dance programs. Tieman is hopeful
that many students will attend to
lend support to the program.
t
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Graduate decree programs
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Affairs with an emphasis on
contemporary policy-releva- nt
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Interarnerican Studies
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n American
Relations)
European Studies
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International Relations
International Business
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and Conflict
Comparative Development
International Economics
Apply by February 1
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and other financial aid.
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Students who are interested in
Interarnerican issues are particularly
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Center Graduate Assistantships.
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Admissions, Room 77
Coral Gables, R 33124-301- 0
(305)2844173
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Faculty panelists address
contributions ofColumbus
SARA SUTHERLAND
Staff Writer
The Department of Spanish and the
Spanish House hosted a panel discus-sio-n
Tuesday evening concerning
Christopher Columbus and his "dis-
covery" cf America, to mark the 500-ye- ar
anniversary oft!evoyage. James
Hodges, professor of history, was the
moderator of the panel, which in-
cluded Mary Addis, professor ofSpan-
ish, Italian and comparative litera-
ture; John Gates and Alphine
Jefferson, professors of history; and
Akwasi Osei, professor ofblack stud-
ies and political science
Hodges began the discussion by
presenting the anriirrce with a photo-copie- d
portrait ofColumbus. Hodges
explained that while there is noknown
actual portrait of Columbus, there are
several versions depicting how be
might have appeared.
Hodge continued by saying mil
500th observance is mixed with con-
troversy. The clear losers in Colum-
bus' arrival were the native American
Indians, and the winners were the
Europeans.
Adtowasrhefimpanelist to speak.
She explained that what is important
concerning Columbus is not whether
he was a visionary or villainbut rather
the cause and effect of the voyage.
Addis said she believes Columbus
was out to "make a buck."
Addis went on to illustrate the im-
pact Columbus arrival had on the
centuries that followed. Columbus'
name is used throughout the country,
in over twelve cities, the District of
Columbia, Columbia University, the
Columbia Space Shuttle and Colum
bia Records.
Addis pointed out that there have
been shifts in mood pertaining to Co
lumbus throughout the pastcenturies.
Currently, there are many individuals
and communities not celebrating
Christopher Columbus.
Gates, speaking next, explained that
when he was a child he was taught that
Columbus was politically correct, and
that now Columbus is not Gates
believed that Columbus acconrplish-men- ts
should be recognized and com-
mented that we wouldn't be sitting
here in the same way if Columbus
hadn't come,"
Osei chose to discuss the slave trade
toAmerica that resulted from Colum-
bus' discovery. Osei explained that
"Columbus sailing the ocean blue
opened up the trade of 100 million
Africans." Out of these 100 million
people, 30 million lost their lives.
Osd said, TVTxn I think of Colum-
bus, holocaust comes to mind. I do
not want to celebrate.
Osei added that exposing the truth
about Columbus' intentions for the
New World is a matter of historical
correctness, not political correctness.
Later, Jefferson stated his belief
that "Columbus is a tarnished hero
like many other men in American
history. He saw Columbus as a man
whohad mediocre administration and
a poor sense of geography.
Jefferson made it clear that he "will
celebrate iwthing"ccxnurigColunv
bus. He expressed that after 500 years
we can now question our ancestry and
can accept how we came to be.
Computing Services news
ACS RFT.FASE .
Networking at Wooster is great for logging in to all the Appleshare servers
and LaserWriters across campus, but it's frustrating when you think you
should be connected, bu can't gain access to all these devices. Here's a test to
see if you're really hooked up to the network.
Select the Chooser from under the Apple menu. You should see a list of
campus buildings and offices in the lower left hand comer of the Chooser
window. If you don't see this list and think you should, make sure you have
an rhe proper naruSvare and software installed. Your Macintosh should have
AppleTalk software installed in your system folder. You can tell if it is or not
by looking in the lower right hand comer of the Chooser window. There are
buttons there which say "Active" and "Inactive." Make sure "Active" is the
button currently on.
Next you need a TurboNet connector. These can be purchased in the
bookstore. One end of the connector should be plugged into the wall and the
other into the Printer port of your Macintosh". Make sure your cables are
plugged into the proper ports and that the connections aren't loose.
Afler you've checked everything and still can't get on the network, then it's
time to call James Harris at ext. 2244.
Be sure to give your name, extension, dorm, room number and the type of
Macintosh you own.
Indian activist demands
realism over romanticism
NINALANY
Staff Writer
Comanche writer and activist Paul
ChaatSmith took an unexpected stand
on Indian issues last nigh t in his forum
speech by presenting a balanced and
realistic portrayal of the Indian expe-
rience.
"Some people prefer white inven-
tions of Indians to the real thing."
Smith said. He promotes true images
of Nati ve Americans, even if they are
not as romantic as the white inven-
tions.
He died three books that show the
false perceptions of Indian peoples
being circulated through print. The
first iBrotherEagle, Sister Sky, writ-
ten by Susan Jeffers. Tn this book is a
speech claimed to have been deliv-
ered by Chief Seattle, but in reality it
was heavily adapted by a professor to
fit the environmental movement of
the 1960s.
Smith also mentioned theNew York
Times best-sell- er The Education of
Liale Tree by Forest Carter, which
dec-Scribe-
s the Cherokee in Tcnncsee.
Carter is a surname used byan alleged
white supremacist who was the speech
writer for the Govenor of Alabama,
George Wallace. He wrote Wallace's
line "segregation today, segregation
tomorrow, segregation forever."
"These books are a perfect example
of the ideological swamp Indian
peoples find themselves in today,"
Smith said. On one hand, it would be
nice to believe the images presented
in these books because they are beau
tiful and in many ways reflect the
ways Native American society was.
International Programs bulletin
IPO RELEASE
I hope you have had a chance to stop
the mternaticnal Programs Fair downstairs.
If not, please be sure to stop by after lunch,
it will run until 2 pjn.
Next week, Alvin Sher, the representa
tive from &L.GA.'s NY Arts Program will
be here. He will have a videoslide presen-
tation around 7 o'clock Monday evening.
October 12.
Following thepreseiita6bn.Sherwillrneet
with interested students. Student
morning from &30-1- 0 ajn.
Any students interested in making an
on campus should contact either Susan
Seeds of the theatre Department
The NY Arts program offers internships in all the fine arts. The student is
an arrentice to a person who actually
There are numerous NY Arts alumni on
If you would like to speak with
International Programs office or faculty
Smith prefers looking at Indian
peoples as they are, not as they were.
As an example he chose the life of
Nick Black Elk. Black Elk took part
in the Buffalo Bill Wild West Show
and spent most of his life as a Chris-
tian. He was a paid employee of the
church and tried to introduce Chris-
tian ideas into Lxkota religion.
"Black Elk revolutionized Sioux reli-
gion with the help ofanthropologists,"
Smith said. T say be like Nick...
bolder and more dangerous than the
myth of the Indian."
"Our individual crazy history is a
tumble of contradictions, and it is
through acknowledging these that
wecan make sense ofthe past," Smith
stated. "If we want we can have truth
on our side, and Ibelieve the truth will
set us free."
Smith defined "romanticism" as
"highly developed racism against In-
dians." He said that even the vocabu-
lary Europeans choose to describe
Native American culture is racist.
"The religious leaders could have
been called bishops insted ofchiefs
but instead were equated with primi-
tive religions," he explained.
The fact that Native American
names are translated into English,
according to Smith, is racist, as the
translations sound stupid or foolish.
"This shows the political agenda, and
it was not multi-cultu- ral understand-
ing," he stated.
"America was a happeining cos-
mopolitan place with many differnt
tribes and languages," he said. "It is
through colonization that we have
become more like one people."
by 0PROq;
interviews will continue on Tuesday
appointment to see Sher while he is
Hansen of them Department or Dale
works in their particular field of interest.
campus.
them about the program, contact the
in the art Department.
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The absurdity ofmarriage
"--
Til death do you part-- " is the
closing part of the vows one takes
when one gets married. Have you
ever stopped to consider how ex-
tremely ridiculous this part of the
marriage vow arid me concept of life
long union with another person really
are? Frankly, I find the entire institu-
tion of marriage to be completely
absurd for several reasons, only a
couple of which I will discuss.
First of all, while it has been ru-
mored that some marriages stay hap
I the
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pily together for life, vastly more and more marriages are collapsing every day.
The growing stress of living in the modem world pushes more and more
relationships to die off and decay. People marry young, engrossed in the
illusion that the way they feel about their partner at that time will be the way
they always feeL After ten or so years, however, this becomes a crass lie that
chokes itselfon wife beating, alcoholism, and infidelity. What is worse is the
fact mat when these types of marriages finally liquidate themselves (as well
they should) they can leave behind children forced to live with their parents'
mistake. I find it a sick injustice that the next generation must suffer because
of an illogical traditional institution and bad judgement by two individuals.
One of the things we should consider instituting in this country is a program
of mardator pre-mari- tal sex. Though most people in our society have sex well
before they get married, I think there is a definite need for a potential couple,
when considering raising a family, to have sex with each other to assure
compatibility before making a commitment. There is noneed for a relationship
to become defunct or become mired in infidelity due to a sexual mismatch,
especially after children have been conceived.
Another part of the solution to this dilemma is the creation of legally
sanctioned five year union periods designed to supplement marriage. That is,
the creation of legally binding "marital unions" which expire after five years
with the option to renew. The idea is that when people want to signify their
devotion for each other, they would now have a non-tab- oo alternative. This
alternative would hopefully discourage newlyweds from immediately starting
a family and leaving children in the wake of the eventual fiery destruction the
relationship is likely to take these days. This is not to suggest that the traditional
marital union will be abolished (though perhaps that would come later). Ifsome
people still wanted to take that irrational and archak route U would still be open
to them. Hopefully however, young people would realize that the likelihood
that they would still love their spouses, or even be able to tolerate living with
rhem shrinks lower and lowerwith every passing year. By choosing a few five
year union period options, the typical young coirolewffl better understand each
other, their relationship and their capacity to remain together truly until death
with the children they decide to have. This is the only viable option I see that
can help us to unchain ourselves from a stiffnecked ethic that has contributed
to our self destruction and emptiness.
A lot of talking,
.
I guess I'm confused. This may
come as no surprise to some people,
but this time I'm "specifically con-
fused," instead of the usual, general
variety of "confused." Something is
happening mat I don't quite under-
stand.
I mean, don't they have regulations
for mis sort of thing? Aren't mere
lkxnsestoobtain?Teststobepassed?
Ordinances to be followed? Bureau-
cracies to be wrestled with? At the
very least, beans to be counted? Obvi
ously not
It seems as though anyone, simply anyone (note the emphasis on "anyone"),
can have his own talk show. Have you noticed lately the proliferation ofpeople
pontificating on points and positions? Mostly people you've never heard of!
Turn on the television or the radio and see for yourself. On second thought,
don't It's a confusing maze and you just might get lost, orseverely clisoriented.
Allow me to place myself in danger and venture forth.
On nearly any dial on any given day, someone is hosting his own talk show.
Trust me, I've checked. It seems as though the only requirements are a
microphone, a fancy theme song, and guests (although these are sometimes
optional). And of course, everyone needs a title.
Now picking a title is a tedious and painstaking process. It requires hours of
deliberation and deep, deep thought After one has been physically and
emotionally drained, the perfect title is found. Somehow, though, it is always
the same title: The (insert name here) Show.
Eventually one may move beyond this cumbersome use of decorum and
simply title the show after one's own self. However, this is a rare occurrence
and happens only to the truly great: Geraldo, Oprah, and Donahue. This is not
so simple as it seems though. Care must be taken to choose the right name.
Would you actually watch a show called "Phil?" And "Winfrey" sounds like
a contest hosted by Bob Barker.
But we have too quickly climbed the hierarchy of talk shows, and must return
to the lower levels. After picking the title, one proceeds to host Usually the host
either has a rather unique name, or a solid, common one. Unique names such
as Montel, Regis, and Maury are attention-grabbin-g, but can portray the hosts
a jnrrwwhat weird, or mavbc that's iust me. More common names such as
Jeiwy,PhiUenny,Alan,Jenny,Will,andJem
sometimes become lost in the snullle. Lrtain persons nave xaxen 10 using two
names to avoid this, hence the creation of Sally Jessie, and Kathie Lee. I will
not even begin to comment on such
Now that we have the basic set-u- p,
nothing doing
1 j-- d I
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aberrations of nomenclature.
all that's left to add is a topic, and
appropriate guests. I thought this was a simple idea, but I'm wrong. I really
don't mind the off-be- at topics portrayed and discussed on some shows; "Men
who won't color within the lines, and women who love them," "Underwear
Bikini or Boxer, The Great Debate," etc. But recently I realized that with so
see Matdson on page 6
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Saute . . . saute . . . simmer!
Man Frankel and I had a good talk
the other day.
Word got back to me he was upset
aboul'The Wooster Voice Pittsburgh
Pirate Walk for Qianty" commen-
tary getting back page treaancnt, so I
asked him to come down to the office
to straighten things out. Frankel tned
to explain to me how wrong it was to
put the article in as it was. I soon
realized that this was just a personal
crusade for Frankel to boost his ego
and make his brothers like him. Tak
ing the wind out ofhis words and making a long story short, Frankel had nothing
worthwhile to say. There was nothing to back up his argument
I tried to help him comprehend this fact, but he wouldn't listen. Anyone who
has ever had a conversation with him probably knows where I'm coming from.
Now he'll be embarassed at one of the Publications Comminee meetings.
This brings me to my point. Wooster students arethe most sensitive and
touchy people I have ever met.
I suppose that's too broad a statement, but it's hard to say it any differendy.
There are so many uptight students walking around with no other goal than to
slap people with social citations and then go crying to the administration about
what an awful world we live in. I know that these wide-eye-d, dizzy bastions-of-all-that-is-wro- ng
are a minority on campus, but their whining is so loud and
obnoxious that it seems as ifno dark comerof the campus is safe from the fury.
Maybe this is a common thing on some college campuses, but Wooster
doesn't compare to any of the universities I've visited. Some of these people
have got to learn to relax. If something doesn't quite go the way they like it,
then they should try to bite their lip and deal with iL What scares me is that I
see myself becoming more and more confrontational with every day I'm here.
Frankel is not the first nor the last person who will go overboard in trying to
shove my actions down my throat. They all add up, and I'm tired of it.
Hans Johnson, who graduated last year, is a prime example of what I'm
talking about. Hans begged to be oppressed just so he could go on another
crusade for justice. People celebrated the graduation of the Class of '92 for no
other reason than to get him outside of the friendly confines of the campus and
send Hans into reality. Hans is a good example, but there are so many more.
I don't want to fall into the same annoying category that Frankel and Hans
have fallen into. It's hard, though. When people try to attack you, you want
to fight back and put it right back in their faces. I'd love to, but with the end
of this column I'm going to take a step back and just relax. I wish more people
on this campus would take that as advice.
If Frankel wants to take me to the Committee, fine. Let Aim stress out.
Madison from page 5
Too much talk, too many talk shows
many talk shows going on, people
quickly change channels if a topic is
boring, or nobody gets bis nose bro-
ken with a chair.
To combat this channel-flippin- g,
hosts have taken to scrunching many
topics together on one show. This
point was brought home to me the
other day when one host (I honestly
don't know who it was, as I had never
seen her before), segued from talking
with the daughters of Malcolm X and
Martin Luther King Jr. by saying.
Thank you ladies. Now, when we
come back, "Rebound Dressing', Just
because be dumped you doesn'tmean
you can't look good." I am not mak-
ing this up!!!
Aside from being worried about
this apparent lack of coherency, I am
concerned about the possible future
of talk shows. With so many people
entering the market, is it possible that
we will exhaust our options? I foresee
the day when the only guests on talk
shows will bejother talk show hosts.
That, along with several cups of cof-
fee, is enough to keep me up nights.
But we haven't yet reached that
pcWecsrinnnlizr.yin discre-
tion, and a linle less electricity, and
not give our silent approval to the
mass influx of"hosts" and "experts"
and new "media gurus." We can take
time to listen and speak up when
issues are glossed over, or used for
cheap publicity. We can quit assum-
ing that idiots can host a television
program, or a radio show, or write
newspaper columns urn, on sec-
ond thought, perhaps we might want
to discuss this topic abitmore. Maybe
over lunch? How about it, your show
ermine?
letter
Don't apologize for me,
DATE: October 6, 1992
To: Jeremiah Jenne, Associate Edi-
tor, The Wooster Voice
From: Alanna Mussawwir, African-Americ- an
student
Re: Your apology
Dear Mr. Jenne, f
I went to the same forum lecture
you went to, given by A. Schlesinger.
For some reason I get the impression
we did not get the same ideas about or
concerning thisman.
First of all, A. Schlesinger repeat-
edly mentioned the word "CUL-
TURE," whether it was in a phrase
like multi-cultur- al, African culture,
or for that matter, Jewish culture.
Never the less, the word was overused
and at the end of A. Schlesinger's
speech when asked to define what be
meant by American Culture, he re-
plied to me, "WelL it's a mixture of
everything." Everything? Does that
mean a make-u-p of many cultures?
Yet while in his speech he says that
we, as Americans, should forge our
own culture and identity. Well, I
thought this country was the melting
pot of the world I did not expect this
from such an educated man like Arthur
Schlesinger.
Secondly, to my recollection, there
were only two females that asked A.
Schlesinger any questions after his
speech. One asked him about the
statement he made referring to how
different religious or racial groups
have extra educational advantages,
while the other, "me," explained to
him that he did not know what he was
talking about when it came to Afri-car-n
American culturejust byhis state-
ment that "Kwame" was the Black
peoples Christmas. Out of his igno-
rance, he did not say that "Kwanzaa"
was the Afrkn-Americ- an cultural
celebration of family and together-
ness that we (African-American- s) lost
hundreds of years ago. And when
approached with his mistake be did
not have the courage to apologize.
You, Mr. Jenne, used a quote and
did not ask me if IwouJdmind. WelL
Jeremiah
I do mind and I did not say he, A.
Schlesinger, "did not know the first
thing about African culture." I
merely asserted that I could relate to
African culture, and other cultures in
general.
You, Mr. Jenne, also do not need to
apologize for anyone, especially not
me. First, I did not feel that I said
anything wrong to A. Schlesinger.
Who are you to apologize for me and
others on this campus?
Second, I don't appreciate being
categorized in the group of "one
lunkhead after another that got up to
the microphone and engaged in pub-
lic pseudo-intellectu- al masturbation
just so they could show how 'sensi-
tive' they are" or being part of "The
intellectual smurf brigade and other
gin-freak- s." Did it make you fed
more of a man or a bigger and better
person to call others names? I do
know this, where I come from people
would just say, "POLLY WANTED
ANOTHER CRACKER!"
Alanna Mussawwir, First-ye- ar
The Revenge of the Bombs and Jesus CrowcLJThe Death of Bush's
Mind: Lithium and PowenThe Pyschic Link Between Dan Quayle and
the 1986 New England Patriots
Tm sick to death of hearing things from uptight,' short-sighte- d, narrow-minde- d
hypocritics. All I want is some truth. Just give me some truth."
- John Lennon
It's always nice to see the bombs and Jesus crowd alive and well and living
at Wooster, but hey, that's okay. We need these people around. They make
me laugh, kind of like late-nig- ht half-ho- ur info-merci- al hosts. Maybe Ijust
have a soft spot for the intellectually crippled.
I also have a weird fixation for genetics; particularly recessive, inbred
genes like the ones that created Patrick Buchanan and mutant,
chemically deformed genes like the ones which account for George
Bush's weird seizures.
Again, that's okay by me. If the president wants to get wiggy on lithium
and other weird pharmaceuticals whose to stop him? He is, after all, the most powerful man in the world and has
a right to whatever cheap highs he feels are necessary to maintain. Nixon, for example, was often reported to have
midnight conversations with Lincoln's portrait during bis stay at the White House while swigging on a book of
Beefeater these things are to be expected.
I guess what I'm saying is that perhaps Fve misjudged the Republicans. I'm not sure if evil is the appropriate
word I think fundamentally stupid might be better.
The Bush people are dying. The ClintonBush debates were long ago considered the most lopsided contests since
the 1986 Super BowL (When Mike Singletary and the Chicago Bears stomped the Patriots into a death coma from
which New England may never recover.) But it's Bush's last chance.
Besides, what does the poor bastard have to lose. The Bush people know that they will have to take the chance
of a Clinton romp or, God forbid, another lithium seizure. (Professor Moskowitz suggested recendy that if Perot
decides to go an out and attack Bush before Bush has a chance to attack Clinton this could be our first chance to
watch a president have a complete nervous breakdown on national television. Latest odds were 3-- 1 for.)
I've said it before. Bush is basically unintelligent. Dan Quayle was not an accident or a mistake he was a
conscious choke. Any other vice-preside- nt (Jim Baker or Robert Dole for example) would simply highlight Bush's
complete lack of direction, competence, leadership qualities, or basic common sense simply by comparison.
That's why I like Clinton he's not afraid to surround himself with people of equal or greater intelligence then
himself. Want further proof? Is anyone really tuning into the Veep debate between Gore and Danny-bo- y for any
other reason then to see Quayle make an idiot of himself one more time kind of like watching a basketball game
between Matt Seaman and Michael Jordan or simply any game involving the Wooster Fighting Scots football team.
So be it The world will turn. First Year seminar win chum out generations of politically sensitive but
academically illiterate students and my roommates LS. will still be on the historical significance of Bruce
Springsteen.
J"
Utter
Humor column not funny
Using all the critical thinking skills
of a musk major, I would like to
respond lo the (questionably humor-
ous) humorcolumn ofMan Seaman,
more specifically to his implication
thatmusic majors lack critical think-
ing skills. Critk thinking is the aa
of discriminating thought that in-
volves careful judgment ofjudicious
evaluation. Music is notjust a bunch
of notes. In theory and analysis
classes students must carefully evalu-
ate thecompositional techniques and
harmonic structures ofmusic. Often
there is no clear right answer. Music
majors do notlearn to acceptjust one
theory as the truth. All the possibili-
ties must be examined and the best
option chosen.
One might argue that such courses
teach critical thinking which is only
applicable to music. I disagree.
Although they learn to examine,
question, and discriminate between
the good and bad in particular theo-
ries within the context of music,
music majors apply these skills toall
classes. Because of their training in
music analysis music majors are
meticulous in their evaluation of
theories and texts. This discriminat-
ing, exact thought is necessary in
any discipline.
Mr. Seaman has probably not in
Take the challenge of the '90s
ALANDENIRO then) and other aspects of that pe
There seems to be an attitude in
this country that things are on an
inevitable downward spiral. I'ddare
say, among some members of this
campus as welL Lack of morals!
Lack ofpropriety! Baseball is going
downhill (purists hate Canadian
baseball teams). Mom is probably
divorced and jobless, and who the
heck makes apple pie anymore?! The
older generation appears the most
indignant about this. Ah, yes the
good old day . . .
This sort ofmentality is similar to
attendinga high school reunion. Bad
times? What bad times? All we
remember were football games, pep
rallies, and hanging out atTaco Bell
(yes, even Taco Bell can attain some
sortof mystique; if this doesn'tprove
my point I don't know what will).
Never mind detention, falling asleep
in Calculus; for that matter, failing
Calculus ...
Flip back to the Fifties Golden
Age of honest-to-gos-h wholesom-
ely u American history. What did
we have then ... hmmm ... segrega-
tion . . . American big stick diplo-ma- cy
(we swung our dub often back
teracted with enough music majors
in situations thatwould allow him to
observe their critical thinking skills.
He certainly has not taken any music
classes to bow whether or not such
skills are taught Therefore, his gen
eralization is quite weak, at best.
Furthermore, I question Mr.
Seaman's ability tojudge the critical
thinking skills of others, since his do
not seem up to par. He did not use
careful judgement in choosing sub-
jects for previous columns. The
"joke" using the bulimic convention
punch line was not amusing (and
bulimic was spelled wrong). It was
in poor taste and simply offensive.
Bulimia is a very serious medical
condition. I do not believe many
people would find a similar "joke"
about an-AID- S convention funny.
Also unnecessary was his comment
on the speed of a Mom's employee
with the reference to paraplegics.
Mr. Seaman's extensive use of
cheap shots overshadows what might
be humor. He should eitherre-evalu-a- te
and improve his own critical
thinking skills and use them to dis-
tinguish humor from clearly offen-
sive comments or start writing a col-
umn under the guise of cheap shot
columnist.
Kate Anderson, Senior
riod ofhistory that quite frankly, we
would rather collectively forget.
Thus making it quite easy to look at
today's headlines in the paper and
say. This generation will contrib-
ute to the common culture a century
from now very little." Then shake
our heads in dismay.
Well, quite frankly, this type of
behavior infuriates me. They were
thinking the very same things in an-
cient Greece, and they've been re--
peating the rhetoric ever since.
Not to say this era is peachy keen
and, gosh darn it, just wonderful.
Each generation has problems, to be
sure, but no better, nor worse than
any other. Just different One must
make sure not to fall into the trap of
assigning value judgements to gen-
erations. Hopefully, no one on this
campus will. I have too much, yes,
call it unbelievable, call it
frmlharrfy hope for our era (is that
such a dirty word these days?). With
dealing with issues on the campus,
and in the nation, I invite of those in
the community to take the challenges
of the 90s with some sort of histori-
cal perspective.
letter
Bible misinterpreted
I am very upset and disgusted with
Jeremiah Jenne's reference to the Bible
verse as an introduction to his article.
This verse is clearly taken out of con-
text The verse (Your ways and your
doings Have procured these things
for you. This is your wickedness,
because it is bitter. Because it reaches
to your heart. Jeremiah 4: 18) is refer-
ring to the destruction of the city
(Judah) because of the people's evfl
and wicked ways. Jeremiah's refer-
ence to this verse as defense for his
views against Bush is clearly an oxy-
moron. Bui Clinton, Democrat, is
against many things the Bible has to
say: for instance, the family values
issue and abortion.
"For out of the heart proceed evil
thoughts, murders, adulteries, forni-
cations, thefts, false witness, blasphe-
mies." Matthew 15:19.
"Flee sexual immortality. Every
sin that a man does isoutside his body.
Recycling: Just a
STEFAN A. BIELSKI
No, this is not anou self serving
"Special to the Voice" article that
portrays the recycling club's daily
mission to save the Earth. The Edi-
tors tolerate this drivel to keep mem
off our backs for supposedly wast-
ingpaper. We have a funny idea that
we should have more than one copy
of the paper for every dozen or so
people. The latest example of this
last week was the biggest waste of
paper I have seen since the printing
of Perot campaign posters. First of
all, the person who sub- -
this
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sixth grade. Then I was
shocked and worried when he goes
on to describe in depth the way the
recycling club could teU what food,
drink,drugs,and probably even what
brand ofcondom one uses. It seems
the writer has a promising career in
the OA, spying on 'subversives' by
rummaging through their garbage.
This ideological devotion to recy
cling needs exposing. Despite the
fact that we have more trees every
year, paper is treated as un were a
limited resource. We have forced so
much used paper into the recycling
stream that its value has plummeted
and they still charge more for re-
cycled paper then that coming from
raw pulp. This is evidence of the
rfffll foeffiriCTcv and waste. Alumi
num is the most plentiful element in
the Earth's crust Ij it really worth
crawling through garbage for. And
buthe who commitsexual immorality
sins against his own body. Or do you
notknow that yourbody is me temple
of the Holy Spirit who is in you,
whom you have from God, and you
are not your own?" 1 Corinthians
6:18,19.
Quayle's views on family values
regarding the Murphy Browm inci-
dent and how that was abad example
for TV viewers are merely demon-
strating that in thatrespecthe (Quayle)
has moral values that go along with
the Bible.
Just because he cant spell potato
doesn't make him a bad person.
Clinton, on the other hand, is a liberal
who thought Quayle was making too
big a deal and has comitted adultery
himself, not to mention that Clinton is
pro-choic- e, which clearly goes against
Biblical beliefs also.
Clinton implies that be doesn't feel
"familyvalues"fo thesenseofamother
thisernphasisonrecyclmgglass.jre
werurtningoutofsand?! Andevery
one of these materials and others
require a separate can, so our hall-
ways look like back alleys.
Corresponding to the increase in
recycling canisters is a dearth of
garbage cans. In case you haven't
noticed, not everything fits easily in
to the umpteen recycling categories.
God forbid if you actually throw
something in agarbage can mat could
be recycled. The Fxo-stor- m troopers
will pounce on you faster than you
emphasis On recycling glass campus. Remember the
MiMMtHn itiMrTnf?'W M-M-- M f M-- K. M mr M M MM.M. M M - - - - - - - - -
can say biodegradable. I have wit-
nessed insults and profanity in the
name of Mother Earth.
Just as you can find examples of
politically incorrectness in anony-mo-us
places, such as on bathroom
walls, you can find ecologically in-
correct acts after the fall of darkness-
-garbage strewn all over the
quad. This however is not usually
due to viciousness, but to the un-
availability of convenient trash re-
ceptacles. Looking for a garbage
canonly to usually find some variety
of recycling container is frustrating.
I think mostofus would be happy to
simply keep our campus grounds
free of trash.
Garbage and the perceived lackof
landfill space is a political problem,
not an environmental one. There
are always new, health and environ- -
in last issue
AND father are needed to raise chil-
dren are that important therefore he
thinks sex outside marriage is okay
too. The Bible clearly states that
fornication and adultery are wrong
(as stated in the verses above).
This is a contradiction, Jeremiah.
You're saying that Clinton is the one
tovotefor.sinceBushissoeviL Well,
I suggest you consideryour prairies.
Bush may have done some wrong
things on his own, butat least when it
comes to legislation, he is against
abortion and for family values.
Fm not saying that Bush is snow
white; I am just stating that if you are
going to use a Bible verse in your
articles, please checkrefercnee. Don't
use words out of context and dont
misapply their roeaning for yourown
purposes. Any good writer should be
well familiar wim thisprocedure when
using ANY reference source.
Diane Blissman, sophomore
big waste
mentally safe sites for new landfills,
butNIMBY's(NotInMyBackYard)
avoid their responsibility and pres-
sure local governments tokeep them
from being opened in their commu-
nities. Ofcoursethe argumenthas
been made that tosimply throw away
garbage is wasteful. I find it diffi-
cult to believe that people on mis
campus are really concerned about
waste. One can see daily the food
students waste in the cafeterias. Re--,
member Ethiopia? Every hour of
the day one can see lights left on and
windows leftopen all over
energy crisis? Remem--
ber the Persian Gulf
War? People died!! Tens of thou-
sands died! Because of our
dependance on foreign oil! One
would think the blackouts early these
past couple of mornings would re-
mind people of the uncertainty of
energy resources.
I have the solution to many of
these problems. I have recently pur-
chased a Acme 2000 Dorm Size In-
cinerator. (Walmart $49.95) I sim-
ply throw in all my garbage, separa-
tion notnecessary. No worries about
who is going through my garbage.
No smeU, no mess, it gives the room
a nice warm glow, and I always have
plenty of electricity that is free of
those nasty power surges. So next
time the College declares a black-
out look for the smoke signals and
come on over. I might be able to
spare a few kilowatts.
. I I t I M I I t t I f ( ( i I M I ( I M M f t I M I H f t f r H (( ' ' ?., 4iJ tMMHtMllMMIMMi4"M4lMi4Mll
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Utter
'BushQuayle
As the election race goes on I in-
creasingly bear from Republicans the
battle-cr-y, "under Clinton, things will
be worse.", I ask why. They respond
that because Clinton is a Democrat,
be will be another Carter in the White
House. While Jimmy Carter did not
have the most successful presidency,
he was largely affected by events out-
side his controL OPEC and the Octo-
ber Surprise, for instance. On the
bright side. Carter helped to broker
peace between Egypt and IsraeL But
the argument is ludicrous. To suggest
that a Clinton presidency would be
identical to Carter's is like saying
Bush's second term would be identi-
cal to Nixon's or Reagan's. In other
words, maybe well see an impeach-
ment this time.
The Republicans also say that a
Clinton presidency would be
disasterous because Clinton plans to
raise taxes on the rich (those families
making S250,fXXYyear incorne)while
cueing axes on the middle and lower
classes. To this I respond, "Great!
When do we start?" During the
ReaganBush era, tax-cu- ts for the rich
were financed by tax hikes on the
middle-clas- s. 676 tax increases, to be
exact Supposedly this was to enable
the job growth rale to increase and to
keep a healthy economy. In all fair-
ness to Reagan and Bush,our economy
did grow for a time. Now we have
nearly finished the tail-en- d of the
ReaganB ush era and the middle class
can look at the fruit of its sacrifices.
The last four years have seen: 1 .) The
worst job-grow- th in the past year since
the Hoover Depression. 2.) The worst
recession since Hoover. 3.) The defi-
cit grow to gargantuan proportions
due to ReaganBush. And Bush
Quayle want four more years? That
Utter
Salaries article presented misinformation
I'm writing you concerning the ar-tic- le
entitled Student salaries for lead-
ership positions inconsistent: Cam-
pus Council debates student leader
stipends and honoraria in the Wooster
Voice on October 2, 1992. 1 found the
article deceiving. I personally know
of at least in two (2) cases where the
article states that campus leaders re-
ceive stipends or honoraria for their
campus positions which are false.
To begin with, I am the co-edit- or of
The Potpourri, and I can assure you
that I do not receive a $400 stipend for
my work there. Furthermore, I am the
General Manager of WCWS, and
neither L the Program director. Assis-
tant General Manager nor Assistant
Program Director receive any money
want four more years?'
takes some nerve.
Does anyone remember 1988? I
remember George B ush premising to
be the educational president and the
environmental president. Now after
doing nothing to improve our public
schools he wants us all to attend pri-
vate ones because the public system is
in shambles. And our so-call-ed "envi-ronmen- tal
president" has failed in that
regard as well. Tm not asking him to
protect the spotted owl at all costs,but
it would have been nice if Bush had
taken the time to attend the Earth
Summit in BraziL Bush promises one
thmg and delivm another. Now who's
"slick?"
Does the promise "No new taxes"
ring a bell? It should, because our
president broke it. The Republicans
can play with words all they want, but
the truth is. Bush signed the second-large- st
tax increase in history. This is
only exceeded by the one signed by
Reagan, Thanks for saving us from
those "tax and spend" Democrats,
gentlemen.
The usual Republican response is
to push all of the blame over to Con-
gress. Fine, I'm not going to waste my
time defending that sorry lot. But as
Harry Truman used to have posted on
his Oval Cfiadesk,"TheBuckStops
Here." After two years devoted to
foreign affairs (first we give loans and
weapons to a dictator, then we go to
war against him, and after we crush
him, we leave him in power where he
is still a nuisance to this day) Bush
could have shown an effort to get his
domestic programs passed right after
the war. Congress would have been
putty in the hands of the man with an
87 approval rating. Unfortunately,
that man disappeared to go fishing
and golfing. Whenever I flipped on
that is not allotted in the WCWS
budget for those leadership positions.
I expect a correction worthy of a
front page misprint which will pro-
vide the true facts of how these two
organizations really go about paying
their student leaders, and where the
money comes from to pay these
people. I would like to thank The
Wooster Voice, and it's editors for
seemingly singling me out as improp-
erly taking advantage of the system,
when I clearly am not I consider this
an attack upon myself .and the organi-
zations I am involved with.
I expect a speedy reply by campus
mail assuring me that this problem is
being remedied as hastily as possible,
and that hopefully I came to a mis
the TV set. Bush was always fishing
or golfing. This was, of course, sand-
wiched around the Los Angeles riots
and weekly clips ofDan Quayle com-
edy moments.
What this election comes down to
is not whether Bill Clinton or Dan
Quayle used marijuana (who cares?)
but the choice is between the status
quo and change. As Garth said on
Wayne's World, "We fear change."
But what I fear for is the rape victim
who can't have an abortion because
the Republicans wonlpermit ft. I fear
that this same victim would be branded
a criminal for having a dangerous and
illegal "alley abortion." I fear leaving
matters of sexual orientation, the
economy, the environment, and other
issues decided by George Bush and
his lunatic flock of right wing han-
dlersowners. I 'fear graduating in
1994 and finding all the jobs residing
in Mexico.
In short, I'm tired of countries like
Japan refusing to buy our products
and then saying that they feel sorry for
us. And I'm tired of Republican at-
tacks on Murphy Brown and Hilary
Clinton. When did it become politics
as usual to bash a fictional single
mother and a woman whose sole crime
was to marry the man she loved, only
to see herself under attack when her
husband ran for president? Come
November 3 the voters of America
have the opportunity to throw the
bastards outandelectnew ones. Even-
tually we can have good people in
government ifwe keep rooting out the
old ones. We the people of the United
States ofAmerica deserve better lead-
ership than we have, but to achieve
better we must vote. If you don't vote,
then you can't complain.
Brian Willhide, Junior
taken conclusion about the intentions
ofThe Wooster Voice and if staff. I
also will suggest mat in the future you
are sure the facts are correct before
you print such a controversial article.
The press is a powerful and persua-
sive tool that if used improperly can
be destructive, especially if the edi-
tors blindly accept damaging submis-
sions of their writers as grounded in
fact, and accurately researched. I
become perturbed when conclusions
the press makes involve using fabri-
cated or false facts.
I am certain that you will take the
proper steps in correcting this prob-
lem. I look forward to hearing from
you soon.
David B. Swartz,Senior
It's all Greek to me
ERIK HAAKONSEN
As I enter my fourth and final year
as a student at the College ofWooster
I have seen many changes occur.
Throughout the tuition raises. SGA
elections, faculty meetings, and cam-
pus conversations, the Greeks al-
ways are at the forefront of
somebody's agenda. This agenda
usually is based on people's precon-
ceptions ofthe beerguzzling, pledge
abusing, academic probates at the
center of the stereotypical Greek
"Animal House" nation.
This column is being written to
help enlighten the student, faculty,
and administrative bcdiesc the con-
structive aspects of Greek life within
the college community.
So what do the Greeks do on cam-
pus? The answer to this question is
almost everything.
To demonstrate my point I com-
piled a list of some important statis-
tics that are indicative of my last
statement.
There are 15 Greek organizations
on the College ofWooster Campus.
These organizations make up roughly
22 of the women student body and
25 of the male student body.
1) Members of Greek organiza-
tions are involved with at least 65 of
the 74 studentorganizations on cam-
pus. That adds up to almost 88 of
the campus organizations.
2) Greek membership made up
90 of this years Outstanding Se-
nior finalists.
3) Last year's valedictorian. Dot
Verbrugge, was a Greek.
4) Greek members are an integral
part of the College of Wooster ath-
letic programs and are on at least 20
varsity level athletic teams.
These figures produce an interest
ing breakdown of Greek involve-
ment on campus. The Greek com-
munity is deeply involved in the
academic, athletic, and collective
organizational bodies that are at the
very epicenter of campus life. On
top of that, the Greeks are also at the
social forefront of campus culture
on both service and celebratory lev-
els.
These are also important aspects
ofcampus life, but unfortunately the
celebratory practices are the only
ones that ever receive recognition.
I will be writing a weekly article
to redefine the Greeks along new
lines and explore the important fac-
ets that the Greek community pro-
vides the entire campus.
We are not a group that can be
rightly stereotyped, for we are com-
prised of many nationalities, colon,
religious backgrounds, and
ethnicities. We are a majorcontribu-
tor and benefactor of the College,
and this article is a means by which
the positive aspects ofGreek life can
be presented and those in opposition
or disagreement are free to voice
their opinions in a public forum.
It is my desire that the Greeks on
campusbecome known not as "nega-
tives" to the Wooster community,
but as "positive" attributes in our
little Fordian world. Throughout the
rest of the year I will be looking at
the various Greek organizations on
campus and providing for them a
forum through which they can ex-
press their thoughts and designs on
Greek life, and how their programs
are assets to the community.
Editor's note: Look for Erik
Haakonsen's weekly column about
Greek life to appear in the Feature
section beginning next week.
is seeking students to serve on
its core committee.
This group, which consists of both stu-
dents and faculty members, is designed to
provide feedback to members of The Voice
staff regarding content and layout design.
Participants are asked to attend one
monthly meeting with the editors.
Interested students should contact either
Lauren Cohen or Jason Gindele at
Box C-31- 87
or
Extension 2598
(216)263-259- 8
I seek!
MATT SEAMAN
Cheap Shot Columnist
I have this feeling that some kind of
sport is having a tournament now. I
can tell because my friends talk excit-
edly about animals and cities in the
same sentence as though they were
equivalent concepts. Just this morn-
ing my roommate told me about Dal-
las being beaten by an eagle. I as-sumed-acity
large enough to be forced
loexport people likeJJEwing would
be able to defeat a bird. I never have
understood the whole sports thing.
When I was in Junior High School I
went out for footbalL I remember I
tried to tackle this guy during a scrim-
mage once. His name was Shawn
-- Schmidt He had been held back so
many years he could already drive,
and high school kids would get him to
buy them beer. One time I tried to get
him to vote for me, but he just looked
confused and walked away.
Anyway, Shawn was the size of
Europe, and tackling him was just not
an easy thing to da But I was deter-
mined, so I grabbed onto his ankle
with both arms and didn't let go. Iwas
convinced that if I didn't force him to
the ground I would look like the big-
gest dork that ever wore a plaid flan-n-el
shirt. So, showing that can-d- o
spirit I pride myself for having, I
started to explain to him that the truely
moral thing to do would be to fall to
the ground. I tried to use a Kantian
ethical model lo explain that, for some-
one in Junior High School, looking
like a dork was the equivalent ofdeath.
I then tried to explain that life was
something he valued, so the moral
thing to do would be to allow himself
to be tackled. He countered my argu-
ment by dragging me for another fif-
teen yards into the end zone. Then he
stole my girlfriend.
Now I view athletics as something
painful to be endured, much like sit-
ting through the question and answer
period of a Forum event, especially
the part when people start asking re-
ally strange questions. You can tell
the people asking the questions are
dealing with a different postal system
of reality when they start saying, re-
ally slowly, "How do you respond?"
Not that I'm naming names. I view
athletics much like these question and
answer periods. But I have decided
that with time, everything can be-
come easier to deal with. So I
perservere and with the right attitude,
I believe I can overcome what ever
faces me. Except exercise. That will
always suck.
But, I've written enough for this
column so I think I'D go back to bed.
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Scot Band uniforms turn 50
despite German submarines
AMANDA JUNKIN
Staff Writer
The distinct look of the Scot Band
uniforms dales back to a long history
of tradition. Their 50th anniversary
was just observed in 1990.
The present uniform was suggested
in the late 1930s due to the need for
new uniforms. Because of Wooster
alumnus Bin Babcock, the McLeod
kilts were introduced lo Wooster. The
first shipment of kilts was sunk by a
German submarine in 1939. The kilts
from the second shipment were first
worn at an annual band concert in
1940. The original uniforms were
worn until 1975 when they were
, pletely replaced.
The uniform is a Scottish military
uniform. Black shoes are worn with
spats and hosetops made of knitted
wool. The hosetops feature -- the
McLeod tartan colors, black and gold,
in the shape of diamonds. This tartan
was chosen because Wcoster's colors
are black and gold and would empha-
sizing the school's Presbyterian heri-
tage.
Also featured on the uniform is the
kilL Its back has hand-sew-n pleats
and a kilt pin is worn in front A
sporran, or horsehair purse, is also
found in the front. Its original purpose
was to carry food. This horsehair must
be washed and combed each year by
the first-ye- ar band members.
The doublet worn is an Edwardian
style jacketand the plaid is fastened to
it with a broach pin. By simply unfas-
tening the pin, this part of the uniform
was traditionally used as a blanket.
Pipers wear a full plaid while the other
instrumentalists wear quarter plaids.
.
Percussionists wear a plaid that al-
lows the freedom to move their arms
easily.
While marching, band members
wear a glengarry cap decorated with a
thistle pin, the official emblem of
Scotland. Drum majors wear a high
F5
photo by JOSHUA FAGANS
Drum Major Dan Fleischaker
models the Scot Band uniform.
feather bonnet. The pipers wear a pin
with the caimgorn stone.
Nancy Dinner, director of bands,
said she would not consider changing
the uniforms because of their long-
standing heritage. She added that the
money factor was also a problem.
The compelling reason would be
cost," she said. The uniforms cost
$1000 each."
Alvin Sher. Program Director and Visual Aru Adviser, plans lo visit Wooster on
Monday, October 12, lo speak lo students and faculty interested in GLCA'i New
York Arts Profram. He expects to arrive on campus at 7.-0-0 p-- m. lo give a slide
prescntatioa fallowed by student interviews in Severance Ait Building until 9:00
pja. Before leaving campus the next day, October 13, he will be available for
individual meeting I from 8 30 10:00 ajn. A sign-u- p sheet for interviews is posted
in room 16 (Susan Hansen's office). Severance Art Building. If there are any
questions, please call Susan Hansen. Ext. 2191.
Anrntion: Science and Social Science majors: Would you benefit from a faQ
srmraer of research at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory? Applications are now
being taken for the Oak Ridge Science Semester, a one semester research opportunity
which places onalifird students in on-goi- ng reseaich at the Laboratory aa Oak Ridge,
TN. FnO 16 hoar credit, $3600 award, and cost-fre- e bousing (contigeni on DOB
funding). On campus contsct:
Otarlss) Borden, Science
Gene Pollock, Social Science
Wooster. then and now
ZACHARY VHLLEUX
Staff Writer
Some College of Wooster students mistakenly believe that Wooster has always been more or less the same as
it is now. This is not true. Because most students have the habit of remaining here for only four years, they have
a relatively limited view of The College of Wooster. But Wooster actually does have a long and rich history,
complete with ups, downs and weird traditions. And to prove it, we bring you "Wooster Then and Now." In
the first of this occasional series, we look atgeneral ways that the college has changed considerably w
In future columns, more specific issues will be examined.
Go to the library sometime and find an old yearbook or Dip through some old Voices. The first thing you'll
discover is that things were a lot different fifty years ago. Traditions, customs, teaching methods, academics,
buildings, sports, extracurriculars, publications, enrollment virtually every aspect ofcollege life has undergone
some form of transition over the past 122 years.
The College of Wooster first opened its doors to 30 rrienand4wornenm 1870, wim a faculty of five. Today
enrollment stands at 1750. Dr. Lowell Coolidge has the distinction of being the faculty member that has been
here longer than anybody else at the College today. He has been here since 1928. He remembers a time when
LS. didn't exist, when the library closed for football games, and when attendance was required at chapel every
Sunday morning. Many traditions have changed overthe years. For rriany yean there used to be what was referred
foasXotaDay'adaymthesprmgthatwasa The entire campus would meet in the
stadium for games, celebration, and festivities, strongly influenced by the sections and clubs. Color day was a
tradition that lasted for many years, but gradually faded out .
Another aspect ofcollege life lost many years ago was the existence of Literary Societies. Literary Societies
v. ere the fraternities for literary-minde- d folk. They sponsored plays and oratorical contests, and exerted almost
as much of an influence on the college as the clubs and sections did. But gradually the Literary Societies were
phased out, and replaced by such simply by such extraciffriculars as theatre and debate.
But the strangest thing to happen at Wooster was the beanie tradition. Probably the mostbizarre of the Wooster
traditions, it required that beanies, those funny colored hats with propellers, be worn by all first-yea- rs (or
"freshmen" as they were called back then). After winter break, the first-ye- ar students or "freshmen" would have
a tug-of-w- ar with the sophornores, and if they won, they could give up the beanies for spring semester. This
sopriorrore-enforce- d tradition lasted for many years during the earlier part of this century.
Surprisingly, fashions and trends somehow seemed to find their way from Paris and New York into Wooster
over the years, and looking at the pictures in any old yearbook can prove that things do change. Similarly, attitudes
around the world eventually made their way into Wooster as welL According to Dr. Coolidge, academics have
fluctuated drastically in response to such events as the depression and Vietnam. The administration, also had
effects on the academic atmosphere. President Lowry , after whom our illustrious student center was named, was
responsible for the introduction of LS ., as well as several other academic reforms that strengthened the College's
scholastic record in the late 50's and early 60's.
Sports have undergone major changes over the years, too. It wasn't that long ago that the only competitive
sport3 were football, basketball, and baseball, and these were offered only for men, although the college has
always been coed. Over the years, sports have not only diversified, but have become more competitive. Sports
that used to be played only as exhibitions for fun are now played in heated competition with other schools
(Ohio Wesleyan in particular).
To many of us who didn't become conscious until the eighties and whose experience with the fifties is limited
to Nickelodeon reruns, thinking about the history of a college seems trivial. But it can be kind of fun, and you
never know what you might discover. While no students can really refer to Wcoster's "Good old days," there
are some people, like Dr. Coolidge and many others,who can. They often remember a very different place.
ISA country profile: Kenya
ISARFT.HASE
THsweek, theInternational Students
Association lakes a look at Kenya,
Geography- - Kenya is a country on
the east coast of Africa extending
from the Indian Ocean to the deep
interior of Africa, Located on the
equator with a population of about
twenty-fiv- e million, it is slightly
smaller in size than the state ofTexas.
The climate varies from a coastal cli-
mate to a rain forest environment
The capital of Kenya is Nairobi with
one and a half million inhabitants,
other major cities include Mombasa
and Kisumu.
Economic System-- Kenya's de-
veloping economy is based primarily
on agrinimre, coffee and tea being its
main agricultural exports. Petroleum
and cement are also two critical ex-
ports in Kenya's foreign trade. Tour-
ism is also a key part of Kenya's
economy generating more income
than anything but coffee. Kenya's
industries, such as the auto, are small
but growing.
History--Kenya's history dates back
lo the beginning of humanity as some
of the earliest traces of human fossils
have been found in Kenya. In modem
history,. Kenya was originally colo-
nized by the Portugese, followed by
the Arabs and finaDy the British.
The Republic of Kenya gained rn
independence in 1 963 and established
trie current fern rfgovcmnx3itayear
later. President, Daniel Arap Moi, is
assisted by a Cabinet, the National
Assembly, and a high court. Kenya's
government has recently changed
from a one-par- ty system to a multi-
party system.
The party KANU was the sole party
and still posseses control over the
government although other parties
exist.
Social System- - Almost all of
Kenya's people are of the black Afri-
can race. The majority of the popula-
tion lives in rural areas.
The black Africans can be divided
into about 40 different ethnic groups
with varying languages and very dif-
ferent ways ofHfe. While almost two-thir- ds
of Africans are Christian,
twenty-fiv- e percent of the population
still practice traditional African reli-
gions.
Greeting-Jamb- o
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Harris
Organization
formed to 'touch
base with Black
males9 at Wooster
Ajunior Englishmaforfrom Cleve-
land, Ohio. Sean Harris ispresident
of the Men ofHarambee.
Adam Kiss When was Men of
Harambee founded?
Sean Harris: It was founded in
1968. Through the years, we were
able to acquire Kate House. Before
we were also living in Hessen House
and Bissman. But because of the
drop-o- ff in Blackmale enrollmentat
the College ofWooster we now only
live in Kate House.
AJCj So at one time there were
more Black men going to Wooster
then there are now?
I SJL: Yes. You can find out all of
thatinformationfrom the admissions
office. At one point we had enough
people to take up Kate House, Hesson
House, and a section in Bissman all
at the same time.
AJC: Why was the organization
formed?
S JL: Itwas formed because some- -
body saw a need to touch base with
I Black males on this campus. When it
' was founded mere was a desire to
generate some kind of cohesiveness
between Black males at Wooster.
AJC.: How many members do you
have now?
S.H.: Right now on campus we
have eight members. There are two
attending other schools. But we do
have alumni members of Harambee
who we call "elder brothers."
AJC: Some students at the Col-
lege have a perception that the Men
of Harambee are separatists who
want to take themselves away from
the mainstream activity of the Col-le- ge
of Wooster. What do you think
about that?
S.H.: Since nobody has ap-
proached me about what Harambee
does I do not consider what they
think about us as a perception. I
think of it as ignorance. Until they
decide that they want to learn and
ask me what Harambee actually does,
I will always consider it ignorance.
You can always approach us. We do
a lot of different things on campus.
They can believe what they want.
We don't have a beef with the cam-
pus community. We're always open
to any questions anyone wants to
ask. Our house is always open.
People can come in and find out
more about us. We will take the time
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President of the Men of Harambee, junior Sean Harris, stands in
front of Kate House, home of the organization for Black males.
necessary to educate so there will be
one less ignorant person.
AJC: What kinds of activities do
you do?
SJL: Right now we have two pro-
grams in the works for November,
one ofwhich is a program with young
Black males in Cleveland public
schools. It is an admissions type
program where we talk to them about
the SATs and what they can expect
at the College of Wooster. This is
done so we can see an increase in
Black youth at the College of
Wooster. Other than that our ongo-
ing program is to work with first-ye- ar
Black male students. We had an
open house on September 16. We
had a dinner with them last week.
AJC: I read that there are more
Black men injail then in college. Do
the Men of Harambee try to stop mat
process?
S.H.: Yes. That fa one focus ofour
program. We go into the Cleveland
public schools to work with Black
male youth. We are trying to culti-
vate and direct their interests so that
we can get them here instead of
leaving them out there for prison.
AJC: Last year I saw some graffiti
scribbled on a bathroom wall in
Andrews Library. It said "MOH
KKK." What do you think about
that?
S.H.: I don't know whether to
take it as a compliment or not. To
think that the MOH would have
enough power to run around and
arambee
r? s 1
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lynch White people is an insult. To
think mat the men in this house are
racist and defeatist towards another
race is also very ignorant and
narrow- - minded. I realize we have
a lot of narrow-minde- d individuals
at the College of Wooster.
So, when I sat down and saw the
same thing that you are talking about
I just shrugged my shoulders said it
was another ignorant person who
doesn't know what they are talking
about.
AJC Do you have to deal with this
ignorance on a day-to-d- ay basis?
SJL When it comes to graffiti or
racist publications I realize that it is
just another ignorant person running
around the College.
If somebody comes up to me to
ask me a question about what it is
like being Black or something about
Afrocentric concerns, it is much more
easy to deal with that individual.
They want to be enlightened. They
want to be educated. So I will gladly
sit down with them. But to scribble
your ignorance on a wall is self-defeati- ng.
AJC: Do you feel that there is an
extra burden placed on Black stu-
dents at the College to educate White
students as to what race in America
is all about?
S.Hj I wouldn't say there is a
burden. Maybe there is a responsi-
bility. A two-wa-y street responsibil-
ity between White students and Africa-
n-American students.
What do you do
LYDIA AMERSON
Feature Editor
Biology
It's more than just bugs and birds.
Twenty-on- e senior majors at Wooster would tell you that study-
ing biology gives you a greater appreciation for nature, a deeper
understanding of the complexities of animals and a better context
for humans to operate in the world.
In addition to these enlightenments, biology majors develop
important life skills. They learn organization and original minting
along with a sharpening of their memorization skills. They also
learn to think critically, deductively and analytically.
Majors say that the department also fosters group learning and
they even privately contend that bio majors do more writing than
any of the other natural sciences working up numerous lab experi-
ments and papers for classes.
Many Wooster students have taken advantage ofthe strengths of
the biology department Senior Joi Galewood says that the profes-
sors in biology are very interested in the students and that lab work
encourages a close relationship and trust between them. She also
claims that "the biology department here offers a wide variety of
course work. Students have many opportunities to do serious
research and have access to equipment and many institutions
normally not accessible to undergradates." A few examples of
these are the Ohio Argricultural Research Development Center and
Cleveland Clinic
Students have even gone out of the country to places such as
Panama, Costa Rica and the Mediterranean to do biology research.
But biology may not be for everyone. It takes a special type of
person to dedicate large amounts of their time to lab work and
tedious study. But the rewards are worth it
According to biology professor Donald Wise, many past gradu-
ates have gone on to graduate school to eventually research and
teach in the field. Careers in health professions have also been
popular among biology major graduates.
Other fields of graduate study have included ecology, botany,
zoology, microbiology, molecular, cellular and marine biology.
Biology majors have even gone on to law school to study environ-
mental law.
Department chair James Perley contends, "I don't know why
anyone would want to major in any other subject at Wooster."
Ultr !Dqd ttatttt-GDsaDI- P .
For my senior I.S. 1 need to Interuleui a number of
students who haue a tattoo. If you would like to
help by sharing your story and opinions, or if you
don't haue a tattoo and would simply like to share
your opinions, please contact me In order to set a
time for an Interuleui at your conuenlence. If you
haue a tattoo and do not prefer to be Inter-uleuje- d,please send a memo to my cempus box,
anonymously If you wish. Thenk you.
Sara Renzulll, 263-002- 4, Boh c-2- 565
503 E. LIBERTY ST.
FREE DELIVERY
2 Small Pizzas with 2 cans of pop ONLY $6.99!
3 item ... additional item SI.20
2 Medium Pizzas with 2-llt- er pop ONLY $9.99!
3 item . . . additional hem $1.20 (coven both pizzas)
2 Large Pizzas with 2-lit- er pop ONLY $12.99!
3 kern . . . additional item $1.40 (coven both pizzas)
DINING ROOM: Suri.-Thur- s. 4
with a major in ... ?
31
PHONE: 2644554 I
'til 2 a.m. Fri. & Sat.! I
1
I
I
I
p.m. to 1 a.m., Frl. & SatytiM a.tn. y
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Some Columbus Day reconsiderations
Native American
CAROLINE ISAACS
KEITH MARSHALL
Special to the Voice
On October 12 many Americans
wiS be recognizing Columbus Day.
With the passing offive hundred yean
since Columbus and his crew "dis-
covered" the Americas, many
quincentary celebrations have been
planned.
However, ifwe reexamine thepast,
in light of the environmental destruc-
tion htat has taken place since the
Europeans first invaded, our time
might be better spent looking to the
native cultures of this land, where
earth is precious and humans consid-
ered a pan of the whole, co-existi- ng
with other life as part of the environ-
ment.
When Columbus landed ia the
America?, Barry Lopez reports in the
Rediscovery of North America that
there were "more than a thousand
distinct cultures, a thousand ... lan-
guages, a thousand ways of know-
ing.'' Upon arrival, the Spaniards
proceeded to loot and burn villages,
kidnap hundreds ofmen, women, and
children, and send them back to Eu-ro- pe
where they were sold as slaves.
Within one decade, hundreds of
thousands of native people and their
cultures were destroyed by the Span-
ish invaders. "...Tmsmcnrsion....
into the 'New World quickly became
a ruthless, angry search for wealth.
The quest fee personal possessions
was to be, from the utset, a scries of
raids, irresponsible and criminal, ..in
which an end to it the slaves, the
timber, the pearls, the fur, the pre--
SNEAKERS (PG-1- 3) starring Robert Redford
7:00 & 950
CAPTAIN ROB (PG-1- 3)
Martin Short 7:15 &
Day addresses an
cious ores, andjater, arable land, coaL
ofl, and iron ore was never visible, in
which an end to it had no meaning."
(Lopez 1990)
This rnindset ofgreed and exploita-
tion, which has destroyed ecosystems,
lives, languages, epistemo logics,
books, ceremonies, and systems of
logic and metaphysics, was shared by
the later European invaders. They
viewed the land and the people as
- things to be corKjuered and possessed.
In contrast, the native inhabitants
of the Americas had a profound re-
spect for their environment They
lived in community with the land, and
it ed into every aspect of their culture.
Thus, wiih the invasion of the Euro-
peans and their foreign mindset, a
conflict of ideologies was inevitable.
Chief Dither Standing Bear of the
Oglala Sioux illustrates this
(fkhotomyTWe did not think of the
great open plains, the beautiful rolling
hiDs, and winding streams with tangled
growth, as 'wild.' Only to the white
man was nature a Swldness and only
to him was the land 'infested with
wild animals and 'savage people.
To us k was tame. Earth was bounti-
ful and we were surrounded with the
blessings of the Great Mystery."
Unfortunately, the European
mindset prevailed, and today we have
state and federal governments which
continue the cultural genocide begun
in 1492.
In North America land disputes
continue asNatrveAmericara struggle
to regain the lands and sacred sues
they lost due to unfair treaties and
outright theft on the partof the Ameri--
starring Kurt Russell & Q
9:15
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries. Earn $600week in canneries or $4,000month
on fishing boats. Free transportation! Room and Board!
Over 8,000 openings. No experience necessary.
Male or Female. For employment program
call 1-206-5- 45-4155 ext. A5562
ongoing struggle
can government.
In the Big Mountain Land
Disputejhe navajo people are strug-
gling to regain lands lost in Arizona.
The U.S. government forced 100
Hopis and thousands of Navanos to
relocate in 1974 so that the land coudl
be strip mined forcoaL This situation
is becoming increasingly common
today as many tribes speak outagains
the injustices committed against them
by the US. government.
In other parts of the Americas, na
tive people are challenging the colo-
nization model that keep 'less devel-ope- d
countries dependent on inter-
national lending organizations like
the International Monetary Fund and
the World Bank.
According to the Rainforest Action
Network, these organizations are no-
toriously irresponsible and often lay
entire villages to waste mrheir quest
for 'development The Witness far
Peace newsletter reports that "Over
183 million Latin Americans and en-
sures their economic dependence on
outside resources.
After 500 years of Native Ameri
can resistance to Western colonial-is- m,
October 12 should be dedicated
to recognizing the strength of native
cultures and acknowledging the con-
tinued struggle to restore native rights.
Native American Dry willbe held
on Monday, October 12 at Cleveland
Public Square from 8 ajn. until late
evening, and admission is free. There
willbe dancing. theater, music, crafts.
speakers and a film.
Students for Peace through Action
wiU be prividing limited transporta-
tion, to Cleveland in the morning,
afternoon and evening. Ifyou areable
to drive and willing to take riders,
please getintouchwith Caroline Isaacs
at 287-378- 1. For more information
about the Oct. 12 program and
carpooling loCleveland, call Caroline.
Look for flags on campus next Mon-
day, claiming buildings as property of
the various countries that have colo-
nized the Americans in the last 500
years.
Visit the ECOS booth during
Rainforest Action Week from Oct 15
- 22, where we wiU address the envi-
ronmental destruction which began
withthe invasion of 1492, and has
eyalatfd to such a dangerous level
that today, the very existence of the
rainforests are threatened.
You can make a difference. Get
involved, educate yourselfcad the
information weH make available at
our booth in Lowry, and particate in
the letter writing campaign.
October 9, 1992
Jeh Students Association
leieuraies "'S11 noAj aaJs
:
I
photo by CATHERINE TADROS
Junior Brian Reinicke, pictured above, and junior ESnor Cobura are
co-iirect-an of the Jewish Students Association
STEFAN A. BIELSKI
Staff Writer
The Jewish Student Organization
has just completed their celebration
of the Jewish High Holy. This is the
period from Rosh Hashanah. the
Jewish new year, on September 28
to Yom Kippur, or Day of Atone-
ment this past Wednesday. Ac-
cording to the students involved,
the JSA tends to serve the cultural
and ethnic needs ofJewish students
more so than the religious needs.
Elinor Coburn, co-dire- ctor of the
JSA says that the administration
has been helpful to the concerns of
JSA students, though she agreed it
The Wooster Voice
is currently seeking a circula-
tion manager This position re-quires students Yho are avail-
able Fridays at 11:00 a.m. In-
terested students should apply
at the TZooster Voice office in
the LoYry Center basement, or
send a note to campus boz C--
31S7. If thor
would be beneficial if the cultural
calendar included events such as
KristalnachL
She agreed that Jewish holidays
should be given theumbrella logo"
which "highlights the broad ethnic
diversity ofAmerican minority cultur-
e-Future
annual events planned by
the JSA are a brunch for Parent's
Weekend, a Kristalnacht com-
memoration in November and the
Passover Seder in the spring.
The JSA meets Wednesdays at
six for dinner in Lowry 248 and
has temple services Friday
...rc ny ques- -
V
J
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Luis Arango: 'The universe is a beautiful place'
SHANNON PEERY
Special to the Voice
Luis Arango is apainter. He grew.
up in Columbia and has practically
been around the world. He has been
a fisherman, a miner and most re-
cently a Food Service worker here at
the College of Wooster. Painting is
hisfavorite thing to do, he says, and
according to his philosophy, "The
universe is a beautiful place."' This
interview was conducted to get at the
person behind the artist.
Shannon Peery: Where do you
come from?
Luis Arango: Cali. Columbia.
SP: And how old are you?
LA: 39 years old.
SP: Are most of those images in
Lowry remembered orpainted on the
scene?
LA: The boatscenes are from two
different places. Some are from
Tagcmga, Columbia and the other ones
are from Yucatan, Mexico. They
were painted over there. Tagonga,
the place in Columbia, is very impor-
tant to me because I practically grew
up there. When I first came out of
high school I went away and I lived
there for two years. I became like a
fisherman. During that time I became
involved with their culture. That's
, why they are so important to me.
SP: What do you remember most
about your childhood?
LA: My experience in Tagonga
was very important in the sense that it
was like a path from childhood to
manhood. I come from a family of
'artists so they didn't want me tobe an
tl artist because they knew how hard it
i was going to be. I decided that was
what I wanted to do, so in order to put
; myselfm front ofmyfamily.Ijust left
i my home I lived over there for two
'years, and I met a painter who was
; living in mat town. His name is
!,Tejada. I was bis apprentice. I helped
! him with the stretching of the can- -
vases and mixing the colors and I
V learned from him a lot ofofl painting
tricks and techniques. After that. . . I
'went back to school and I became an
artist.
; SP: So what land of training did
Lryou get at school besides this fisher--
man MirrfM)
LA: Clay I studied with Raphael
Saenz in Columbia. He happens to be
my uncle also. He and my grand-
mother used to run an art academy.
With my cousin, who was a painter
too, we used to sitdown and draw still
life, go out and paint landscapes and
when I got out of school I come to the
United States. There I studied at the
Art Institute ofPt.Lauderdale. There
was a really good environment there
because they don't stress too much.
The institutes are different from the
colleges. In the colleges they study
lots of things that I don't really care
aboutlike political science and all that
stuff. They teach you how to paint
and that's what I think I want to leam.
Then I studied at Kenne Estate Col-
lege, the art institute over there. I
studied over there with an Italian,
Nuncio Albertini, an Italian master
who specializes in Renaissance tech-
niques, for one year. I studied any
time I had the chance. I even came
here to the College of Wooster and
walked into the art classes to see what
is going on. I think when you want to
learn somethingyou are likeasponge.
I go to galleries and see what other
people are doing and try to figure out
how they come wim that effect and I
try todo itmyselfLor go to looking at
books and experimenting a lot with
different stuff.
SP: Do you teach a class here?
LA: I teach a class at the Wayne
Center for the Arts which is only
nights and is for oil painting.
SP: Where does your inspiration
come from ; . . or is it from nature?
LA: My inspiration is from na-
ture. I like seascapes and painting"
anything . . .I don thave a limit. . . this
exhibit here I have a lot of both. It
happens that a year ago I was in
Mexico and before mat I was in Co-
lumbia. I paint a lot ofboats because
I live in a fishing town but now that I
am here I am painting a lot ofAmish
and a lot of different things from the
area. Anything that catches my eye
and I like it I paint it, special subjects.
SP: So you pamtfrom an aesthetic
sense as opposed to a feeling sense.
LA: No. To me, I think we are . .
.separate. My eyes and my feeling
are together. Everything in the uni-
verse is related.
SP: What's you favorite setting
herein Wooster so far?
LA: For painting?
SP: Whatever.
LA: (laugh) I like the Amish that
are around the town. They are so
together with nature and they work
really hard. So I sketch a lot of their
working. I have an appreciation tor
their way of life. I think they are very
happy people. Down to earth.
SP: Doyou believe that art can be
a good peace ambassador to connect
people... nations?
LA: I thinkart started when civi-
lization started. Like when the first .
cave man drew a horse. He captured
a horse. Art and civilization go to-
gether, you cannot pull them apart
And the same with fire. Like (as if he
were this cave man) Iwent to the other
V-- J . '
t
i(. -
t ' - - . -- . ....a. m. ..... . ,, .,. - . . . ... . - .. -m r n
The Luis Arango exhibit Caribbean
side of the forest and I catched a horse
.r.he had blue wings and was spitting
fire through his nose. That was the
beginning ofliterature. You measure
how advanced civilizations were by
their art. You look at the Creeks, you.
look at the Romans, through the art.
Art is somethingour body feeds on
.
:
food, our soul feeds on art
SP: Who or what are your influ-
ences?
LA: I was very influenced by
Raphael Saenz, my uncle and teacher
but also by Van Gogh and Gauguin.
Van Gogh didn't sell any in his life.
He has a really large amountofpaint-
ings. You look at his work and it's an
inspiration. People like mat are the
people when you are having a hard
time. They are your friends and com-
panions. I walk into the museum of
Cleveland and stand next to a Van
Gogh and I fed like Tm in touch with
one of my best friends.
SP: How would you explain your
style ofpainting to an artist or layper-
son?
LA: I don't know. I notice as a
painter that the people whoput labels
are them critics. I would think that
myartisveryimpresskxnsdcbecaose
I put a lot of attention in the fight and
the way the light hits the object. There
are so many labels now for art now
that it's hard to define.
SP: What do you miss most about
Columbia?
LA: The rainforest, the animals.
There's a lot of wildlife there. I have
a farm in Columbia butbecause of the
war situation I have to leave it there.
We used to spend days looking at the
Colors will be on display at Lowry
monkeys, see how they behave. All
that is what I need the most.
SP: How does Wooster's beauty
compare to that?
LA: It displays its own beauty.
It's hard to compare. Today was a
beautiful day, a cool day, the leaves
are beginning to change. All that is a
beauty of its own. I think the planet
that we live in is beautiful. Probably
the universe is beautiful.
SP: When I saw you at
Freedlander's (Department Store at a
benefit for the Wayne County Arts in
High Schools), I saw statues. But I
wanted to get on to you personally as
an artist. Do you think you notice
things other people don't as an artist?
LA: People think that to be an
artist, to be a painter is like a gift It is
an amount of looking. You notice
things other people don't see ... you
draw things that other people don't
notice. Butk'snotaspecialgift With
practice youcan get itand you leam to
look a different way at things.
SP: For example?
LA: When you look at a forest,
you see a whole bunch of trees. You
see a lot of different hues, different
colors ofgreen and orange. You can't
explain one day sitting in one spot and
looking at one thing, it's ever-changi- ng
with the light Other people say
it's boring, but for me it's incredible.
SP: How does that perception
effect you day today?
LA: It makes you more sensitive
to a lot of things. Leonardo da Vinci
was a science man. But I think he
becameasrience man because he was
a painter. You, as a painter, when you
photo by JOSHUA FAGANS
Center through October 18.
draw ycu are a designer. You start
noticing that everything in life is a
design. A flower, it's perfect, or the
way seeds fall to the ground and grow
mere. Everything, the universe, has a
designer, like a great designer. Some
people call it God, but I don't know
how to call it. You start noticing that
everything has a reality beyond what
we call reality.
SP: What kind ofmessage do you
think yevrpaintings put across? What
kind ofmessage do you want them to
put across?
LA: The message that I will hope
that people will get ... everyone that
sees my painting is the beauty of the
universe that we are in and the magic
of everything that is surrounding us.
We live in a magical and beautiful
universe and some people say "I am
bored." Our life is very short, there's
not enough time to really appreciate
the magnitude of the complexity of
the universe.
SP. Ifyou describe your paintings
in oneword what would that word be?
LA: Colors.
SP: Whatifyouhadthechanceto
paimanything, what would you paint?
LA: I don't know. It's hard to tell
... I would paint whatever touched me
in mat moment when I have my
brushes and my paint
Arango's art exhibit Caribbean
Colors will be displayed in Lowry
Center through October 18featuring
land and seascapesfrom Columbia,
Mexico and more familiar venues,
such as the ducks in Chrisonas Run
Park.
A
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The Material Girl
exposed . . . again
MIKE DITTMAN
Staff Writer
I'm not exactly sure how this column ended up about women. Well
actually one woman. Madonna. Yousec.rmnotreallyabigfanofhermusic
or her persona. In fact, this whole column started out to be about the stage
divingmosh pit subculture but as I was writing it, I was listening to the
Howard Stern radio show, and he started bitching about Madonna. Not that
this is unusual, he bitches about everybody. It started me thinking, though.
In the news, right after the lesbian butt-bong- o segment, there was a story
about Madonna. It seems that for each of the seven albums she owes the
record label Sire, she'll receive a five million dollar advance. Seems like a
lex, sure,but Aerosmith makes that much. So do Michael and Janet Jackson,
and for chrissakes. Motley CrQe gets a bigger advance than all of them.
Howard freaked out; seems that he thought five million was a bit excessive.
(Keep in mind this shockschlock jock just got a movie deal). Then later last
week. I opened a friend's Clamour .and there she was (Madonna, not my
friend) butt naird Finally, as I'm reading US magazine, there's a blurb
about Madonna's new "coffee table" book called Erotica which has her
running around naked in Miami with Naomi Campbell, Kool Moe Dee and
Vanilla Ice (weird!).
Anyhow, my question is, why does a woman celebrity have to be
controversial (orjust plain naked) to get publicity. Rolling Stone interviews
Pauly Shore just because he dresses funny and says "WeeeeesaT a lot.
Don't get me wrong, I don't want to see Pauly naked. It's just that with the
movie A League of Their Own , a lot of lip service was paid to women's
equality in Hollywood. I say it's a crock.
Hollywood's like aFaulkner novel: Women have to be virgins or whores
to get any attention. Publicists will tell you differently, but they're lying.
The Material Girl summed it up nicely, "When I was growing up, I wanted
to be a nun. I saw nuns as superstars-.the- y were these superhuman fantastic
peoplejnaybe I made the wrong choice."
Maybe I'll write about moshing with skate punks next week. Then again,
wasn't there something about Emilio and Paula in last week's Entertainment
Weekly!
,
Fear lurks in 'Hallowoods'
SHAWN PERRY
A&EEditor
Now that October has come upon
us, so again must the eerie spirit of
Halloween rise again with the new
season ofhaunted houses. To kick off
the season. Clay's Park, in Canal
Fulton, is presenting The Forest of the
Undead and Fear Forest to scare the
living ...well whatever out ofyou, as
part of the "Hallowoods" fairground
event beginning tonight and running
through November 1 .
Unlike other cheap Halloween
thrills you may get from the typical
haunted house, this attraction takes
on a new meaning of horror with the
help of Hollywood special effects
designer Larry NageL
Nag el's work can be found in such
movies as "Back to the Future,"
"B uckaroo Bonzai,and"Black Moon
Rising." He is also the developer of
Vorian, the world's only jet-power- ed
transforming robot .
Nag el promises to bring the magic
ofhis movie effects to real life with a
host of incredible creatures and other
surprises as well. In the forests lurk
such villanous individuals as Hannibal
Lector. Freddy Krueger, and Pinhead
from the popular "Hellraiser" mov-
ies, as well as other gruesome sights
that will shock and surprise you.
The month long event also features
arcade games, novelty stands, special
Hollywood exhibits, food, costumes
and prizes, as well as Spaceball - The
Outer Limits Ride (asimulatedNASA
gravity booth) and the Pepsi Monster
Bash Castle for an evening of fun and
entertainment for all ages.
The event is sponsored by WRQK
FM, General Cinema, the Cleveland
Uiniberjacks,Ohio Stale Waierproof-ing- ,
and Domino's Pizza. A portion
of the profits will go to support the
North Canton Players and Pranksters,
and the Special Olympics.
"Hallowoods" is open every Friday
and Saturday from 7.-0-0 pjn. to mid-
night, and Sunday from 7 to 10 pjn.
For ticket information, call the Fright
Line at 854-369- 6, or 946-101- 2 for
group rate information and remem-
ber, pay to get in ... pray to get out!
Joint recital in Gault
photo provided by NEWS SERVICES
Guest artist soprano Priscilla (Ganley) Gale will give a recital
accompanied by faculty guitarist Andrej Mentschukoff on Sunday,
October 11 at 4 pjn. in Gault Recital Hall. Ms. Gale has performed
extensively as soloist with such ensembles as the Charlottesville
Svmnhonv and the Philharmonic Orchestra of New York as well as
the Onera Comoanv of Boston and Opera New England. She has
been a Finalist in many competitions including the Bel Canto Foun
dation Competition and the Metropolitan Opera New tngland
Regjonals. The concert is free and open to the public
Friday, October 9
Celebrate the weekend by
coming to the Underground
for Happy Hour from 5
6:45 p.m. At 8:00 pjn.join in
the musical fun at the Mom's
Student Spotlight Showcase
featuring the I.S.A. See Sean
Connery star in the video
Highlander at 8:00 pjn. at
the Underground for $.50.
Saturday, October 10
Come enjoy Amish country
from 9:00 a.m. 2:00 p.m.on
the Tour of Amish Country.
Lunch will be proviede and
the fee is $3 for students$5
for nonstudents - Register at
the Lowry Front Desk soon!
The film Jake will be at
Mateerfor $1 at 7:30 and again
at 10:00 pjn.
Sunday, October 11
See Bette Davis in the classic
film Now Voyager at 7:30
pjn. in Mateer
Wednesday, October 14
Video Night at the Under-
ground win be showing Stand
By Me at 8.-00-p jn. and The
Sure Thing at 10:00 pjn.See
each for only $.50!
C o n c e r t C o nnect ibn
Sass Jordan -- "
' James McMurtry ;
Sonic Youth ..
" Chicago
Robert Cray Band
Tangerine Dream
y Arkansas Travel ters
Def Leppard
Ray Manzarek
Joe Walsh
SHAWN PERRY A&E Editor
Friday, Oct, 9 2'1
Sunday, OcL1t ;
' Wednesday, Oct. 14
Thursday, Oct. 15
Friday, Oct. 15
Sunday, Oct 18
Saturday, Oct 24
Sunday, Oct. 25
Saturday, Oct. 31
mm
'A '
Shooters Live
Agora ,,
Front Row 1
gora-:li!- l
From Row ';
fAgora:llirf
Coliseum
Peabody's ;
Palace Theater
For ticket Information on most of thesa shows; call the TJcketMasier Outlet;
inCIeve&nd: In Akron:
(216)241-555- 5 (216)945-940- 0
1
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Kenyon downs winless Scots 35-2-9 on Homecoming Saturday
M
n
0
phoco by JOSHUA FAGANS
j Sophomore Matt Soils breaks through the Kenyon defense during the Scots' Homecoming loss Saturday.
i
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor .
The Lords of Kenyon College ru-in-ed
Wooster's Homecoming by
downmgthe Scot fbo(baIl team 35-2-9
at John P. Papp Stadium last Satur-
day. The loss dropped coach Bob
Tucker'sFighting Scots to 0--4 overall
and 0--3 in the North Coast Athletic
Conference.
The Scots were victimized all day
long by Kenyon's relentless offense
which racked up431 total yards, while
committing no turnovers. Quarter-
back Brad Hensley exploited
Wooster's pass defense by hitting his
receivers 21 of 35 times for 279 yards
and a whopping five touchdown
passes. Tailback James Reed also
inflicted damage to the Scots' defense
by piling up 77 receiving yards to
complement his 104-yar- d rushing
performance. Wide receiver Ted
Brockman also had a big day as he
caught eight Hensley passes for 1 18
yards and three touchdowns!
"It was a very disappointing loss
for our football team. Kenyon de-
served to win. They made the plays,"
commented Tucker.
The coin toss was won by Kenyon
who decided to allow the Scots the
first possession. Aftereach team had
two play series which ended in punts,
Wooster received the ball on its own
37 yard line. Eleven plays and 63
yards later, the Scots drew first blood
on senior quarterback JohnRamsier's
6-ya- rd touchdown pass to junior run-ningback- Eric
Robinson at4:25 of the
first quarter. The ten plays prior to the
score were all runs byrithaRobinson,
junior Abdul Rashid or sophomore
MarkSolis. On third and goal from
the Kenyon three-yar- d line, Robinson
received the pitch from Ramsier and
began his run,whenhe losthisfooting
and fell losing three yards back to the
six-ya- rd line. Tucker immediately
made the decision to gamble and go
for it on fourth down. The gamble
paid off as the Scots converted their
chance. Junior placekicker Seth
Carpien's extra point put the Scots up
7-- 0.
"We go in to every game attempt-
ing firsttoestablish the runninggame,"
said Tucker.
The Lords wasted no time in knot-
ting the score, as they drove down the
field in 3:12, running 4 plays and
covering 65 yards. Kenyon's use of
the no-hud- dle offense on this drive
rendered Wooster unable to set their
defense as easily. The drive was
capped off by a 31-ya- rd pass from
Hensley to Reed. The first period
ended with the score 7-- 7.
The second quarter proved to be the
decisive 15 minutes in the contest It
was in this quarter that the Lords took
the lead which they would never re-
linquish. Wooster had an opportunity
to take a lead of its own on its second
series of the quarter. The Scots drove
to Kenyon's seven-ya-rd line and had
third down and two. After two
Robinson runs that totaled one yard,
Wooster tost possession on downs.
Kenyon took advantage of
Wooster's squandering of a golden
opportunity bydrrvmg 93 yards down
the field on 12 plays to takea 13--7 lead
on Hensley's 13-ya- rd toss to
Brockman. The point-aft- er attempt
failed.
The Lords punched in their final
opportunity of the half as Brockman
again scored on a Hensley pass. This
time the pass was for 39 yards, and
following amissed two-poi- nt conver
sion, the teams went into the locker
rooms with Kenyon op 19--7.
MrKenyon just took over in the
second quarter," stated Tucker.
The Lords' strategy of deferring
the kickoff until the second half paid
off as they took the ball and marched
down the field to score on a five-ya- rd
Hensley pass to wideout Colby
Penzon, to make the score 26-- 7.
The Scots trimmed the margin to
26-1-4 after an eight-yar- d pass from
Ramsier to junior wideout Rick Fox
to finish out the third-quart- er scoring.
Wooster mounted a charge at the
end of the contest, but it was too little,
too late. Senior wide receiver Jeff
Smith's touchdown catch from
Ramsier finished the game's scoring
with no time remaining on the clock.
"Weinadeavaliantflurryattheend
of the game." said Tucker.
Tcwnorrow, the Scots' search for
their first win continues as they face
the winless Yeomen of Oberiin Col-
lege. The playerto watch on Oberiin 's
squad is wide receiver Craig Johnson
who has 26 receptions for 400 yards
this season. "Oberiin has good team
speed, excellcrtSTTg, and athVticabil-it- y.
Both teams will be needing a
win," finished Tucker.
FINAL NOTE: Wooster win be
missing some key players next week
against Oberiin. Sciikji w
Eugene DePasqaale w3 be
becaiisehewinbefurthcTirshivqnrJt
for a Rhodes scholarship.
commentary
It's time for hockey again
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
The National Hockey League ushered in its 76th season this past Tuesday
evening. This season should prove to be the most exciting in league history.
Rule changes designed to curb the problem of fighting and to allow for a more
free-wheeli- ng brand of hockey have been implemented. Also, two expansion
clubs have been added in Ottawa and Tampa Bay which should allow for more
parity in the league. Finally, an unprecedented number of foreign players are
now skating for teams, making the NHL truly a world league.
The 1992-9- 3 NHL season should prove to be one of great excitement
Youthful stars such as Pittsburgh's Jaromir Jagr, Vancouver's "Russian
Rocket" Pavel Bure, Chicago's Jeremy Roenick and Philadelphia's Eric
Lindros are poised tojom the league's upper edielon ofsuperetars. These stars
such as Pittsburgh's Mario Lemieux and Kevin Stevens, Los Angeles Wayne
Gretzky, St Louis' Brett Hull and New York's Mark Messier arcoverwhelm-in- g
proof that the NHL's players make hockey the best of all team sports.
Last year the Pittsburgh Penguins raised their second consecutive Stanley
Cup championship. This year's field of 24 teams has no clear cut favorite for
a Cup. It is anyone's guess as to who will skate off with this year's prize.
PATRICK DIVISION: The Patrick is by far the nMst competitive as well
as being the strongest division in the league. Last season, the third place
Penguins finished sixth overall in the league. Also, the number one and two
teams overall were the New York Rangers and the Washington Capitals
respectively. These finishes are a testamem to trestrengm This
year, the Rangers return almost the entire team which led them to a 50-25- -5
record. The Penguins return the most potert offense m the league, which has
ktheNHLteamsccfingthethieeyearL With the likes ofLemieux, Jagr
and S tevens leading the way , the Pens may make it four straight scoring titles.
Rounding out the Patrick are the New Jersey Devils, the Philadelphia Flyers
and the New York Islanders. Each of these three teams possess strong, young
talent The Flyers may be the ones to watch as they boast Lindros, one of the
projected superstars of the future. Mypredictions: 1) New York Rangers; 2)
Pittsburgh; 3)Washington; 4) NewJersey; 5)New Yck Islanders; 6) Philadel-
phia.
ADAMS DJVIS ION: For the first time in several years, the Adams may turn
out to be more than just a two-wa-y race between Montreal and Boston. The
Buffalo Sabres are poised for a bfrakthrough year. This may also be the year
that the lowly Quebec Nordiques finally realize some oftheirpotential to make
the playoffs. The Hartford Whalers will be going through a transition year
while the expansion Ottawa Senators will be going through their first season.
l)Montreal; 2)Buffalo; 3)Boston; 4)Quebec; 5)Hartfont 6)Ottawa.
NORRIS DIVISION: The Jtroit Red Wings, one of the strongest teams in
the league last year, should once again have a very strong season. With Tim
Cheveldae in the nets And center Steve Yzerman leading the way, the Wings
are sure to win again. However.theChicagoBlackhawksalsoboaathe
of goalie Ed Belfour and center Roenick on their squad. The Stanley Cup
runners-u- p could also make a run at the Norris this year. The St Louis Blues
are always dangerous with Hull on their squad, but they have too many other
holes to fill Also, look for the Toronto Maple Leafs to improve finom last year,
as well as expect a strong showing from the expansion Tampa Bay Lightning.
The Minnesota North Stars round out the Norris. Predictions: l)Detroit;
2)Chicago; 3)St Louis; 4)Toronto; 5)Tampa Bay, 6)Mirmesota.
SMYTHE DIVISION: The Smythe will probably end up being a two-w- ay
race between the Vancouver Canucks and the Edmonton Oilers. The Canucks
have solid goaltending in Kirk McOean, as well as strong offense in Trevor
Linden and Bure. TheWmnipegJetscxJuldbeasurpriseteamthisseason. With
Bob Essensa in goal and Phil Housley on defense, the Jets cannot go wrong.
The Lj. Kings will sorely miss Gretzky, who is out with a back injury, while
the Calgary Flames continue to rebuild. The San Jose Sharks are slowly on their
way up in the league. 1)Vancouver, 2)Edmoruon; 3)Wkmipeg; 4)Calgary, 5)Los
Angeles; 6)San Jose.
The Stanley Cup playoffs for the 1992-9- 3 season should prove to be even
more exciting than the regular season. This year the favorites for the Cup stand
to be the Detroit the New York Rangers, Montreal, Vancouver and the two-tim- e
defending champion Penguins.
Wales conference champion: Pittsburgh; Campbell Coriference champion:
Detroit
Athough the Red Wings possess all the tools to hoist lie Cup this season,
the Pens hare been there, and they know how to win M.
Stanley Qyrttwnpinrr Pittsburgh. ;
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The Pittsburgh perspective
Steelers
The Men of Steel take on the Cleveland (Mistake on the Lake) Browns
on Sunday in Cleveland. "The Man" predicts Pittsburgh 24-1- 7. Loo
for quarterback Neil O Donne 11 to have a big game. The Steelers are
currently 3-- 1 and in a tie for first in the AFC Central division.
Penguins
The Stanley Cup Champs have just begun the defense of their crown.
The Pens began iheir quest for a "three-peat- " with a tie at the hands of
the Philadelphia Flyers 3-- 3 last Monday in the Igloo as rookie sensation
Eric Lindros made his NHL debut.
Eiraia
The Bucs dropped games one and two of the NLCS to the Atlanta
Braves. Games three and four will be played in Pittsburgh today and
tomorrow. Watch for the Bucs to bounce back from these setbacks with
strong showings at home in games four, five, and six.
volleyball from back page
Wooster heads into NCAC
with nowhere to go but up
OnTuesday the team finished their
pre-corifere- nce schedule when they
traveled to Ooerbein to battle both
Marietta and Otterbein. The evening
ended with two more losses on the
Lady Scots record.
After losing to the host3. Marietta
tookonWooster in the second match
of the evening. The Lady Pioneers
jumped out to a quick lead in the first
game by scoring the firsteight points.
Wcostercouldn'tovercorne the defi-
cit and lost 15-- 2. The second game
ended similarly with Marietta win-
ning 15-- 4.
The Lady Scots then played
Ooerbein. Wooster continued the
pattern of play from the previous
match and lost in two straight games
15-- 5. 15--4.
Senior Michelle Degraw and first-ye- ar
Brijin Boody led the team with
four kills apiece on the evening.
Robertson contributed with four as-
sists. Senior Julie Hooell led the
team defensively with seven digs in
eight attempts.
Wooster's record now stands at
1-- 26 with NCAC action to begin
Saturday when Allegheny and Ohio
Wesleyan visit Timken
Parent's Weekend Special:
Have lunch with us!
Bring your parents
and this coupon in for
lunch and receive
50 Off yo ur
meal! Offer good
Oct.16, 17, 18 ,1992
only.
women's soccer
Unbeaten streak comes to an end
KARYN POWERS
Staff Writer
Unfortunately, the Lady Scots soc-
cer team found out the truth in the
old adageall good things must come
to an en,, as they lost their first
conference game in three years to
Ohio Wesleyan. To add insult to
injury, the loss on Saturday also
broke Wooster's nine game winning
streak.
Saturday's game was abattle from
the start with both teams wanting to
prove their superiority, not only in
the conference, but also on the re-
gional and national levels. With
much pushing and shoving and a
few threats on each goal, the score
was still 0--0 by the end of the first
half.
Both teams returned equally fired-u- p
to the field, but five minutes into
the second half, O.W.U. was the first
to capitalize on team enthusiasm.
After a collision in the Wooster goal
area, a Wesleyan offender came up
with the ball to create the first goal of
the day. But the scoring wouldn't
end there. Under a minute later,
Wooster was awarded apenalty kick.
As w-- the case in last year's match
against Wesley anjunior Delia Hoye
stepped up to answer the opponents
goal with a well-plac- ed penalty kick.
Spirits were high again for the Lady
Scots.
Withthe score evenat 1- -1 at 26.-02-,
the Lady Bishops again shocked
Wooster with a goal. O.W.U. had
been awarded a free kick ten yards
from the mouth of the goaL and as all
eleven of the Lady Scots lined up on
the goal line, Wesleyan blasted a
perfect shot into the top right corner
Sports journalist
to speak as part of
First-Ye- ar Forum
Ralph Wiley, writer, journalist, and
television commentator, will appear
in McGaw Chapel on Wednesday.
October 14 at 7:30 pjn.
Wiley's speech. Cross Purposes, is
a part of the College's First-Ye- ar Fo-
rum series.
Wiley's best-selli- ng book. Why
Black People Tend to Shout.was critically--
acclaimed. He isalso thefounder
of Heygood Images Productions, Inc.
Wileyalso makes regular appear-
ances on ESPN's roundtable talk
show, The Sports Reporters, as well
as having written for Sports Illus-
trated.
All are welcome. Admission is
free.
of the net. Not to be outdone,
Wooster knocked in a second goal
three minutes later as sophomore
Larisa Fricsons scored on a short
pass from first-ye- ar Danya Lecker
to again even up the score, 2-- 2.
The pressure was on both teams as
it was again a tie game. But a bobble
in front of the goaL and a lucky
O.W.U. offender took the opportu-
nity to score the fifth goal of the
game and put Wesleyan ahead 3-- 2.
After eighteen more minutes of play
and a few decent attempts. The Lady
Scots were handed their first loss to
Wesleyan in three years.
Coach Geordie Brown reminded
the team that. They were out to
knock us off. But let's take this
game and go forward from here. Our
next match win mark the beginning
ofa"new" season for us. We have to
set our sights on winning the rest of
the conference games." And in
Wednesday's game, Wooster took
those words to heart to conquer an-
other NCAC foe. Wittenberg.
The Lady Scots pummeled
Wittenberg 9-- 0 last year, but
Wittenberg has proved to be the
darkhorse of this season, beating
former stronghold Denison and ty-
ingAllegheny. WimuSeir confidence
up, Wittenberg put up quite a fight
against Wooster, allowing only one
goal in a game in which Wooster
took a total of 29 shots while the
opponent had a mere three attempts.
The single goal came about half-
way into the second half when
Lecker launched a well-time- d ball
from thirty yards out for the score.
Fricsons was credited with the
SPORTS
Sophomore soccer player Larissa Friscons now needs
just three more goals to break the record (16) for goals in
a season set by Cathie Docherty in 1987.
Senior cross country runner Jason Kelly may miss the
rest of the season with a back injury.
Wooster's passing game is still number one in the North
Coast Athletic Conference with an average of275 .8 yards
per game. Unfortunately, the Scots are last in rushing
(58 5 ydsj game).
-
Lisa Hall maintained her goals
against average of 0.5 per game and
again proved her abilities with five
minutes left in the game, when she
made a diving save off a Wittenberg
free kick. The final score was thus 1- -0
in favor of Wooster.
Sophomore Jen Mandle com-
ments, "We still have some of our
most important games of the season
ahead ofus and those are conference
games. I'm confident that we have a
solid shot at the conference title for
a third straight season."
Wooster meets long time rival St.
Mary's College of Indiana at home
on Saturday. Kick off is at 3:00 PM.
Wooster has never beaten SL Mary's
in all the year's the teams have met
which will make for another excit-
ing game. Wednesday at 4:00, the
Lady Scots will host Allegheny in
another exciting conference match.
r
Div. HI national rankings
1 Trenton State
2 UC San Diego
3 Plymouth State
4 Ithaca
5 North Carolina Wesleyan
6 Ohio Wesleyan
7 Rochester
8 Cortland
9 Williams
10 Cal Lutheran
1 1 Mary Washington
12 Wooster
13 William Smith
14 Washington University
15 Bowdoin
(tie) Messiah
SHORTS
V
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men's soccer
Loss fomgfa to swallow
Chance to defeat
top team in nation
slips away in
double-overtim- e
JOSHELROD
Staff Writer
The Fighting Scot soccer team faced
the toughest Division m team in the
nation on Saturday, and forced Ohio
Wesleyan into overtime before the
Bishops secured the win. Going into
the overtime tied2-- 2, the teamsplayed
through one period with no score.
Then, with a little over ten minutes
left in the second and final period, the
Bishops managed a score that proved
to be the game winner.
From the beginning, the game was
highly intense, physical, and com-
petitive. In the early going, Ohio
Wesleyan displayed thequickness and
ball control that have helped them
attain the number one ranking in the
country. However, Wooster put the
first goal on the board when Senior
Mphatso Namwali scored unassisted,
taking the ball from midfield and beat-
ing theWesleyan defense for the score.
The two teams played out the remain-
ing ten minutes in the half without
further scoring.
The second half started even more
intensely than the first Senior Keeper
JonWeidenhamer was forced to make
a remarkable save just four minutes
into the half. Unfortunately, Ohio
Wesleyan was able to convert on the
next shot, just over a minute later,
tying the game at 1-- 1. Wooster was
quick to take back the lead. Ten
minutes into thesecond half.Namwali
fired a hard shot at the Bishop goal
which was deflected. Sophomore
Mike Sanneh followed the shot with
an equally hard kick that sailed past
the goalie for Wooster's second score.
Ten minutes later, Ohio Wesleyan
ran into an extreme piece of bad luck.
Namwali was following a long ball
toward the Wesleyan goal when he
collided with the Bishop starting
goalie, who was injured. According
RAISE A COOL
MOOO
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.
You also get t FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
jurt totalling
1-800-932-
-0528, ExL 65
T
phoio by PAUL BORDEN
First-ye- ar forward Ward Fisher fights for possession with an Ohio
Wesleyan player in the Battling Bishops 3-- 2, double-overti- me victory
over the Fighting Scots Saturday.
to reports, the Bishop keeper suffered
a fractured pelvis and will probably
not return to the goal for Ohio
Wesleyan this season.
The Bishops responded to this ad- -'
versity by pushing toward the Scot
goal. With thirty minutes left in regu-
lation, Weidenhamer was forced to
make another tough save. This time,
he came out of the goal to force a
Wesleyan shot high over the goaL
Three minutes later, the Bishops took
another shot and were successful, ty-
ing the score at two. Neither team was
able to gain the lead before the end of
regulation. The Bishops eventually
outlasted the Scots in the 3-- 2 game.
Reflecting on thegame. Head Coach
BobNye was somewhat positive about
the loss, saying the game "proved that
we're a good ball club and can play at
that leveL"
Wooster's next game is away at
Eariham on Saturday. The Scots re-
turn home on the 1 3th to host Oberlin.
Then, starting on the 21st, the Scots
1
face one of the largest challenges of
the season. Wooster must play a
string of five straight away games,
played over only eleven days. Nye
cited the quality of the teams on the
road trip as well as the grueling pace
of games as the difficulty of the chal-
lenge.
Noticeably absent from
Wooster's lineup was junior
Chris Bond.
Bond has been suspended
indefinitely for "training viola-
tions." According to Nye, his
return this season is contingent
on his meeting certain team
requirements, presumably set
by Nye.
Despite the strength of the
Wooster bench, the absence of
Bond for any period will be an
obstacle in the rigorous sched-
ule ahead.
Bond offered no comment
on the incident
For special student airfares, visa assis-
tance, international ID cards, medical,
baggage, and travel insurance, and bus
and rail passes, call Study Abroad Travel
at 1-800-28- 2-8212
Wooster's Drabenstott to help
Scot athletes get competitive edge
WAA RELEASE
The competitive edge: coaches talk about it; athletes train for it; many
dream about it that extra something that draws me line between pretty
good and great athletes.
Rich Drabenstott, Wooster's new assistantbaseball coach, has studied
one way athletes can gain that competitive edge.
Originally from Wooster, Drabenstott attended Wittenberg Univer-
sity, where he double majored in psychology and physical education.
From there, he went on to attend Miami of Ohio to earn his M.S. in sports
psychology. This field has laid the groundwork for cutting-edg- e theories
that relate to ways athletes can enhance performance through mental
imagery and visualization.
At Miami, Drabenstott had the opportunity to put those theories to
practice. For his master's thesis, he worked closely with three ofMiami's
baseball players, providing them with programs in mental visualization
techniques.
For the most part, performance improved; in one case, a pitcher
improved his record of 4 and 4 from the previous year to 10 and 4.
Drabenstott also worked with the women's tennis team, who went on to
win their conference that year.
"For those who believe in it, there's a lot to be gained from practicing
mental imagery- ,- comments Drabenstott. "A lot of athletes don't have
much control over their mental states."
He stresses that mental visualization picturing the athletic perfor-
mance in one's mind before the event is not meant to substitute
physical practice. Rather, it can be used by athletes a a supplement to
their training, like a vitamin that might or might not directly improve
performance.
If anything, it helps boost confidence and lower anxiety levels.
"I think I could have gone further as an athlete if I had developed my
mental skills better," says Drabenstott, "which is how I got interested in
sports psychology in the first place."
This Tuesday, October 13, Coach Drabenstott will elaborate further on
mental visualization and share his experiences as athlete, student, and
coach. Hosted by the Women's Athletic Association, the talk will be at
7:30 in Luce Lounge. Athletes and anyone else interested are encouraged
to come.
Justpicture it mentally: a cool coach, valuable tips, and free
Happy 20th to PAT LOGUE from your buddies at 3C
STUDENTS or ORGANIZATIONS:
Promote our Florida Spring Break pack-
ages. Earn MONEY and FREE trips. Or-
ganize SMALL or LARGE groups. Call
Campus Marketing. 1-800-42- 3-5264
$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND
RESUME EXPERIENCE!!
Individuals and Student Organizations
wanted to promote SPRING BREAK,
call the nation's leader.
Inter-camp- us Programs 1-800-32- 7-6013.
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rxi country
men -- 3rd
women -- 2nd
hockey
I Wooster d. Ohio Wcsleyan.
football
Xenyon d. Wooster5-2- 9
men't soccer
o Weslcyan d. Wooster,
3--2
women's soccer
Ohio Wesleyan d. Wooster,
3-- 2
Wooster d. Wittenberg, 1-- 0
volleyball
Cedarville d. Wooster. 15-- 7,
15-- 8
Muskingum d. Wooster,
15-- 9. 15-- 4
Marietu d. Wooster, 15-- 2,
15-- 4
Otterbein d. Wooster. 15-- 5.
15-- 4
(op OOOfJ (Off
"What slump? I'm not
in any shimp."
Pittsburgh Pirate out-
fielder BarryBonds respond-
ing to a CBS reporter's com-
ments on him being in a
slump. Bonds, newly nick-
named Mr. September by the
Voice, has a career playoff
average of less than 200.
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field hockey
Actions speak louder than words
PETER JAMES
Sports Editor
The Scot field hockey team
avenged an earlier 4-- 0 loss to Ohio
Wesleyan by upsetting the confer-
ence leader 2-- 0 on Wednesday after-
noon in front of a vocal home crowd.
It was Wooster's second consecu-
tive shutout as they defeated Kenyon
on Saturday 1-- 0 in double overtime.
The win was Wooster's third in a
row and improved their record to a
conference best 6--1.
It was the Scon "game of the
year." They needed to defeat the
Bishops to remain in the chase for a
conference crown and to maintain
any hopes of a national tournament
berth.
There was plenty ofreason for the
Scots to be motivated for this
matchup. Ohio Wesleyan had de-
feated Wooster an incredible eight
years in a row. It was also a chance
for Wooster to get even with Ohio
Wesleyan after both the Bishop soc-
cer teams had defeated the Scots
over the weekend. During the
women's soccer game that was
played at Ohio Wesleyan the B ishop
field hockey team cheered on then-teammate- s
by chanting "beat
Wooster like we did." Wooster's
field hockey team did not forgetwhat
they said.
For much of the first half the teams
were feeling each other out. Neither
team wanted to let their emotions
effect their play.
The Scots showed early that they
were ready for the Bishops. Strong
offensive play by sophomore Meg
Wood and junior Lisa Ostermueller
had Ohio Wesleyan on their heels
while the defensive work of sopho-
mores Betsy Shannon and Laura
Slingloff kept the Bishops off the
scoreboard. The evenly played half
ended scoreless.
The Scots regrouped at halftime
and exploded to start the final 40
volleyball
Scots find when it rains, it pours
CHRIS MACKEY
Staff Writer
The Lady Scot volleyball team
was on the road a year ago during
Homecoming weekend but this year
they battled Cedarville and
Muskingham in front of the home
crowd. Wooster couldn't produce a
win though on the beautiful Satur-
day afternoon.
Wooster's offense had trouble
getting started early in the first game
against Cedarville. Quickly down
8--1 the Lady Scots played Cedarville
11 JrD I
........ , ,. A f , N.
First-ye- ar midfielder Katie Doyle
minutes. Applying the pressure to
Ohio Wesleyan 's defense. Wooster
was finally able to score. At the
30:54 mark junior back Lucy Day
gathered a loose ball in front of the
netand drilled the shotpast the goalie
for the 1-- 0 lead.
In an attempt to make the one goal
stand up, Wooster switched into a
defensive mode. Strikers became
more interested in defense than in
scoring. The Scots dumped the ball
into Ohio Wesleyan zone more to
keep the action away from their net.
The strategy prevented the Bish-
ops from scoring but it took a couple
ofgreat saves by junior goalie Becky
Tederstrom to do so. She posted her
second consecutive shutout.
With ten minutes remaining in the
game, the Scots picked up their of-
fensive play. After numerous
chances to score the clincher, the
Scots scored with less than two min-
utes to go in the game. Wood con-
trolled the comer, Wooster's eighth
compared to Ohio Wesleyan's three,
and pushed the ball forward to first--
even the rest of the way to lose 1 5-- 7.
The second game proved to be a
repeat of the first The score was 10--2
in Cedarville' s favorwhen Wooster
started competing well. The final
score was 15-- 8.
It was a sluggish Muskingum
squad that had trouble jump starting
their offense in the second match of
the day.
The Lady Scots jumped out to a 4-- 0
lead behind the serving of first-ye- ar
Sarah Robertson. The game
heated up at that point Each team
photo by JOSHUA FAGANS
outhustles Ohio Wesleyan player.
year Wendy Perkins, who trickled a
shot past the goalie and defender for
the final goal
Saturday the Scots played host to
the Lords from Kenyon. After em-
barrassing Kenyon 7-- 0 a year ago
Wooster was prepared for a rough
game.
Both teamsplayed each other even
throughregulation time. While there
was plenty of action in front of the
goal neither team could push the ball
past the goalie. The defenders of
both teams stood strong, not allow-
ing the offense to sustain any con-
stant pressure.
The scoreless tie was broken 14
seconds into double overtime. Day
sent a pass ahead to Ostermueller,
who weaved her way through the
defense and beat the goalie to end
the sudden death period.
The Scots travel to Wittenberg on
Saturday and to Denison on Tues-
day. Both teams took Ohio Wesleyan
to overtime, so Wooster will have to
play to the top of their game if they
are to maintain their conference lead.
was playing competitively until the
score was knotted at 9-- 9.
Muskingham took control then and
cruised to a 15-- 9 victory. Wooster
couldn't overcome the first game
momentum and were quickly down
7-- 0 in the second game. They man-
aged four points the rest of the way
while Muskingum took home a win.
A puzzled head coach Linda B ush
simply questioned, "What will it
take?" after the two matches.
see volleyball on page 18
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cross country notebook
Scot runners
finish strong
in Denison
Invitational
BRYAN KOEPP
Staff Writer
Wooster's men and women
cross country runners are
mrmin down a dream.
The men and women's cross
country learns would have done
Tom Petty proud, turning in an
excellent performance in a
highly competitive Denison In-
vitational.
The women's team turned
in an outstanding performance
finishing second in the invita-
tional and finishing five points
behind thelnvitational'scham-pio- n
Mount Union. Led by
Julia Judson and Sandy Clark
the Wooster"syndicate" could
not be stopped. Judson fin-
ished 8th overall with a time of
20-.2- 1, while Clark finished
11th with a time of 20:35.
Carolyn Kiss (13th, 20:48),
April Heck (14th, 20:50). and
Susan Roberts (15th. 20:54)
took on the rest of the field as a
threesome, working by many
rivals including those of the
host Big Red. Adrienne
Verdenburg(19th,21:ll),and
JoLynnDeNapoH (3 lst,21:37)
finished out the top seven.
The men finished a strong
third at Denison. Leading the
way was Wheeler Spaulding,
who finished 6th, with a strong
27:19 performance.
Paul Kinney (12th, 27:57).
Chris Levy (15th, 28:10), and
Dave S touffer (20th. 28:30) ran
excellent races for the Scots.
Steve McMillan (27th, 29)4X
Alan Schwartz (30th, 29:12),
andJason Hudson (33rd, 29J7)
rounded out a strong scoring
unit The meet was not without
controversy though. The race
officials accidentally, thought
Dave S touffer was a member
of Ohio Wesleyan team.
Coach Dennis Rice was im-
pressed with his squad's per-
formance. "We have a tough
challenge this weekend, at the
All-Oh- io Championships at
Ohio Wesleyan. We are up
against all the NCAC schools,
plus all Division I schools in
the state. I am looking for-
ward to see how we fare."
